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Around the Point is a column that includes news items relevant to the residents of LHP. 
We reserve the right to reject material that may not be in the best interest of the community.

                                              A r o u n d  t h e  Point
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Garden Club of Lighthouse Point
Resumes Programs and Events 

Join the Garden Club as it begins the 2012-2013 year!
President Mary Ann Payung will outline clubs upcoming
programs and events as well as our Flower Show to be held
in May 2013.  

Our meetings are held at St. Paul’s Educational Hall, 
2700 N.E. 36th Street (E. Sample Road) and doors open at
11:00 am. Horticulture tips will be presented by Master
Gardeners Mona Johnston and Taryn Palo. All meetings are
free and open to the public. For further information, contact
Program Chairman, Mona Johnston at 954-975-9157 or visit
our website: www.lhpgc.org.

Lighthouse Point Library Semi-Annual
Book Sale Set for November 15 - 17, 2012 

The library will hold its book sale November 15 – 17, 2012
from 9 am to 4 pm daily at Dixon Ahl Hall (located across
the street from the library at 2220 NE 38th Street). Gently
used books, DVDs, VHS tapes, and CDs will be available for
purchase. Prices range from 25 cents for paperback books to
$10 for hardcover books and $1 to $3 for DVDs and CDs.
On Saturday, November 17 from 1 pm to 4 pm, $1 will get
you as many books as you can fit in a plastic bag (we
provide). All proceeds benefit the library.  Donations of
books, DVDs and CDs for the sale may be dropped off at the
library during regular business hours.

The Lighthouse Point Library was established for the
purpose of providing the community with access to books
and other resources and services for education, information
and recreation. The Library strives to aid citizens of all ages
in satisfying their need to be well informed, intellectually
stimulated, culturally enriched and to appreciate well-
rounded leisure time.

John Knox Village 
Celebrates 45 Years of Excellence! 

John Knox Village is celebrating its 45th Anniversary of
providing excellent service in a compassionate and caring
manner so that our residents, age 62 and greater, may
continue living the highest quality of life.

Throughout the upcoming year, there are numerous
exciting events planned for our residents, employees and
prospective residents of The Village. The Anniversary kicked
off with Birthday Parties on September 19-21. From October 
8-12, there was special 45th Anniversary Dinners. The largest
event is the Walk in the Park on Sunday, April 7, 2013. 

Finally, on June 20, 2013 is the highly anticipated Renewal
of Vows ceremony, which allows couples celebrating more
than 45 years of marriage the opportunity to again proclaim
their love for each other.

The future of JKV looks bright, as we continue to
progress toward the building a new Health Center, which
will adopt the Green House model for person-centered care.
Also, renovations to improve Cassels Tower, including
adding the new porte-cochere, as well as updating Village
Towers and the grounds will provide a beautiful campus. 

John Knox Village is a not-for-profit Continuing Care
Retirement Community that provides a full range of life-
care services for those aged 62 and greater. The Village is
located at 651 S.W. Sixth Street in Pompano Beach, just east
of I-95 and south of Atlantic Boulevard. For more
information, contact our Marketing Department, at
(954) 783-4040, or visit us at (www.johnknoxvillage.com).

Executive Functions Course at 
Lighthouse Christian School

Lighthouse Christian School has
implemented an Executive Functions
course which all students in the middle
school grades must be enrolled in. As a
result, the day for these students was
extended but for a very beneficial cause.  

Executive functions are defined as
the cognitive processes occurring in the
frontal lobe area of the brain that allow
one to plan, organize, pay attention, reg-
ulate behavior, solve problems, and
evaluate decisions.  The middle school
teachers at Lighthouse Christian School felt that the students
were demonstrating weaknesses in this area of executive func-
tions.  As a result, this led to poor academic performance for
some students.  Unfortunately, before the implementation of
this course, there was not enough time in the day to teach these
functions without taking away from the high demands of the
curriculum.  Mrs. Fisher, a middle school literature and English
teacher, was elated to hear this class was being added to the
curriculum. “Often students are expected to know these skills
without any training.  Many times they are labeled as being
lazy or disorganized.  I strongly feel that offering this course
gives every child in the class an opportunity for success.  Fur-
thermore, these are basic skills that are critical in everyday life;
they do not just apply to the classroom”, she says. 

Accolades for Writer 
Jane Ellen Glasser’s Work

Lighthouse Point Magazine’s affiliated
Fort Lauderdale Writers’ Group is
proud to announce that writer Jane
Ellen Glasser’s work continues to
receive accolades. Her poetry has
appeared in numerous journals,
including The Hudson Review, The
Southern Review, The Virginia Quarterly Review, The Georgia
Review, Poetry Northwest, and Hayden’s Ferry Review.  A first
collection of her poetry, Naming the Darkness, with an
introduction by W. D. Snodgrass, was followed by Light
Persists, which won the Tampa Review Prize for Poetry 2005 and
received an honorable mention in the 2007 Library of Virginia
Literary Awards. Her chapbook “On the Corner of Yesterday”
was published in 2010 by Pudding House Publications. “The
Long Life,” recent winner of the Poetica Publishing Company’s
2011 Chapbook Contest, appeared in January 2012. Her new
full-length collection of poetry, “The Red Coat,” has been
accepted for publication by FutureCycle Press and will be
published in 2013. The Fort Lauderdale Writers’ Group meets
at 7 pm on the 2nd and 4th Wednesdays at the Pink Church
(First Presbyterian) in Lighthouse Point.

Sid Hall
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I recently received
a letter from a fine
gentleman from

Lighthouse Point I’ve known for a
number of years, and have great respect
for. He was responding to an editorial I
had written in the September issue.

Before I had a chance to respond, he
wrote, “I will guess that you and I, like
Congress, are going to be at an impasse,
each of us stubbornly holding on to our
opinions and refusing to compromise.”

Having no affiliation with any
political party, I have the freedom to be
a free thinker, whereby my decisions
are not governed by, nor set in stone by
some person, or group of persons. For
that reason, the state of flux and chaotic
goings on in both parties are not
something I want to be involved with,
nor be a part of.

Simplification of that theory can be
explained easily by a question: “if
someone thinks it’s a good idea to jump
off a bridge, would you?

Both parties in Congress, beholden
to each other through acts of favoritism,
cronyism, egoism and a host of other
isms, is clearly two distinct groups,
living and governing, strictly with a
myopic world view, thinking they have
been endowed with special powers,
and seeing no need to honestly and
intelligently address issues of great
importance fairly. It seems as though
living their life in a bubble has become

the way to deal with crises. A member
of Congress not brazen enough to think
for him, or herself is in for a rough ride
this time around.

My respondent thought my reference
to elected officials in Congress as
servants of the people was “a
demeaning term.”  However, the
dictionary interpretation clearly
describes a servant as “a person
employed by the government.” Soldiers
serving our country are considered
servants of our great country. Is there
something demeaning about serving our
country? Therefore, if there is to be any
clarity in debating any subject, semantics
certainly cannot become a contentious
issue and serious cause of impasse.

Existing harmoniously with the
people they were elected to serve takes
more work than many in Congress are
willing, or able to accomplish. Until that
changes radically, the current condition
will continually deteriorate. Personally,
I’m willing to listen, be open to
compromise, and then choose a party, as
long as there is some basis for fact.

As November 6th approaches, no
matter how exciting the barrage of
oratorical spin may get, please be sure
to remind our “leaders” that there is
still nothing more admirable in life, and
sanctifying to your soul than the plain,
incontrovertible, boring truth!        

John Frangipane,  Publisher

Features

Advertising Rates
& Information

The Lighthouse Point Magazine is
published monthly by City News

Group and delivered by mail, free of
charge each month to residents of
Lighthouse Point, Pompano Beach,
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A warm and sincere Happy Thanksgiving 
from all of us at Lighthouse Point Magazine!

“As we express our gratitude, we must never forget that 
the highest appreciation is not to utter words, but to live by them.” 

— John F. Kennedy

NEW ADVERTISERS 
PLEASE NOTE!

Our Website address is 
www.LHPmag.com

Our address is NOT
LighthousePointMagazine.com

Another company has 
registered the name. Paul Castronovo, wife Gina and son AJ

enjoying the good life! 
Photo by Debra Todd
Their story begins on page 10.16th A
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Longing For The Plain, Incontrovertible,
Boring Truth!
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ARE YOU UPSIDE DOWN IN YOUR HOME,  
BUT STILL MAKING YOUR PAYMENTS ON TIME?
HARP 2 REFINANCES WITH NO OVERLAYS

FINALLY a government program that will help you.  
I have saved many homeowners hundreds of dollars a month 

with little to no out of pocket expense!

You need an expert now more than ever!
Call me today to see how HARP2 can benefit you and 

avoid being denied due to bank overlays.  

Julie Wheeler, CRMS
Certified Residential Mortgage Specialist
• Purchases and Refinances
• Expert Advice and Personal Service
• Get Pre-Approved in Minutes
• Jumbo Mortgages, Conventional, FHA, and VA

“We can help you find the right home mortgage or refinance 
solution that makes sense and back it with excellent service”

Wheeler Mortgage Corp
665 SE 10th Street, Suite 102 • Deerfield Beach, FL  33441

954-422-9400 or 954-292-5292 • Fax: 954-422-9794
juliewmc@bellsouth.net • www.wheelermortgagecorp.com

wheeler
mortgage corp
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To accommodate the many requests we

get for our publication, copies of the

Lighthouse Point Magazine are now

available during the first week of each

month at:  LHP Library, Heart Rock Sushi,

Lito’s Turf & Surf, Red Fox Diner, 

LHP Yacht & Racquet Club, 

Bonefish Mac’s, Nauti Dawg, J. Mark’s

and Offerdahl’s Cafe.  
Call for other locations.

A pet who needs love
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“I am a young adult female Basset Hound. They call me Honey, not only for
my color, but because I am sweet as Honey. I came to Florida Humane from
someone that could not keep me any longer. I just want to be loved. I am
spayed, have my shots, all I need is you.” 

The Basset Hound is sweet, gentle, devoted, peaceful and naturally well
behaved. They fit into family life well. Their temperament is friendly, and
never vicious, moody or harsh. They are mild but not timid; very affectionate
with its master and friendly with children.

Honey and all her friends can be seen at the Florida Humane Society, 
12:00-4:00 Thursday-Sunday, located at 3870 N. Powerline Road, Pompano
Beach on the NE corner of Sample and Powerline next to the Citco car wash.
You can also view us online at floridahumanesociety.org or call 954 974 6152.

Honey
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Lighthouse Auto Repair
Domestic & Foreign

Now Open
3500 N. Federal Highway – Building A

Lighthouse Point

954-247-9855
Mon - Fri 8am to 5pm  •  Sat 8am to 1pm

OIL CHANGE SPECIAL $1499
Most Cars

Free Oil Change with Any Service Over $250.00
Free 15 Point Safety Check • Axels $179.00 Installed

Brakes from $69.95 and up

Complete Auto Care
Computer Diagnostics

Service & Repair for:

Air Conditioner

Transmission

Drivetrain Steering 
& Suspension

Cooling & Heating
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Paul Castronovo

Living the Good Life!
Article by Marla Schwartz

Photos by Debra Todd

ighthouse Point is one of the most family-oriented locales in
South Florida, with a recent census pointing out that 3,078 families
make up the demographics of this small town, it makes sense to 
point out that one of its most famous residents, radio-phenomenon
Paul Castronovo has called this place home now for many years. 
Paul is definitely a family man who takes the needs of his loved ones
very seriously when it comes to melding the hurdles of domestic bliss
with the variety of work responsibilities his unique employment
situation brings into their lives.

Paul and his long-time radio partner Ron Brewer have been
entertaining morning radio audiences for more than two decades. Their
program, the “Paul & Young Ron Show” began its reign in the heyday of
the original WSHE 103.5 FM, then moved to 94.9 Zeta Rocks, and for the
past eight years has been heard on Big 105.9 FM. Additionally, the show
is syndicated on Clear Channel stations Real Radio 94.3 FM and 101.7
FM in West Palm Beach and on the Treasure Coast and on Sun 103.1 in
Key Largo and 99.5 FM in Key West.  The program is broadcast live from
6:00-10:00 a.m. Monday through Friday.

Although Paul was born in Brooklyn, NY, he has been a South
Florida resident since 1971 and immediately embraced life in this
tropical paradise.  He grew up in Palm Beach County and attended
Lake Worth High School.  Paul visited Lighthouse Point when he first
moved to the area and years later, with his family in mind, he thought

it would be the perfect place to live.  “We had friends who lived in LHP.
I remember fishing the canals, actually paddling my surfboard across
the Intracoastal to go surfing, and I said, one day, I’m going to live in
this neighborhood,” Paul said.  This is exactly what happened.  But first
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he had to meet his wife Gina and the way they met is a tale that’s
comparable to any love affair in the movies.

“Gina was teaching at the Art Institute of Ft. Lauderdale, and one
of her students was also one of our interns.  He wasn’t doing that well
in her class, so she said that if he could get ‘those two guys from the
morning show’ to come in and speak to her broadcast class, that he’d
get extra credit.  That’s when he pitched me,” Paul explained.  “At first I
was like, ‘come on man, I’m busy.’  But then he said, ‘She’s Italian,
beautiful, and I swear … you’ll end up marrying her.’  I was intrigued,
so I went to the class and … he was right!  I asked her out
immediately, and a few years later, we were married.  Yeah, I’d say it
was love at first sight.”

They were married in 1996 and bought a home in LHP.  “We really
enjoy fishing on a Saturday morning; I would call Gina to tell her to

get ready and then we grill the fish, and let me just say this: her fish
tacos are the best you’ve ever tasted,” Paul exclaimed.  “We also love
what our friends, and fellow LHP residents, Paul and Cindy Rondino
call the “Bar-muda triangle”:  Bonefish Mac’s, The Hillsboro Club and
the bar at Cap’s Place.  I must also toss a nod to Ernesto’s Italian
Chophouse.  Welcome to the hood.”

Paul and his family are the perfect neighbors.  They’re all kind,
generous, warm and fun loving; and let’s face it, Paul works, not only
as a successful radio morning show host, but as a man who does so
much for the community at large, such as the yearly food drive.  He
and Ron have to benefit Feeding South Florida, formerly known as the
Daily Bread Food Bank, featuring local and national celebrities with
listeners calling in and pledging donations.  “We’ve been involved for
nearly twenty-years and each year have raised over 1 million pounds

of food,” Paul said.  “I’m also co-chairman of the Miami
Dolphins Foundation, Fins Weekend, a fishing and golf
weekend that raises money for various charities; the Miami
Dolphin Ride DCC for cancer (ridedcc.com), and if we can help,
anybody else who asks.”  So you can see—his hours expand
well past the designated on-air ones and this is what has made
him a local treasure.  And Paul, his wife Gina and their two
sons AJ and Nic have happily made the community LHP more
than just their home base; they truly love this place.

“Nic is my stepson, and is now twenty—but has lived with
me since he was three.  He’s in his third year at the University
of Florida, where I went to school, so you can imagine how
proud I was the day we got that acceptance letter.  He’s an avid
skateboarder, and he changes his major about every fifteen
minutes.  Stay tuned,” Paul said. “AJ is twelve and in 7th grade,
and an absolute maniac.  Spear fishing, fishing, lacrosse,
whatever it is, he’s all in, with no fear.  We spend a lot of time in
the summer at our cottage in Maine (I fly back and forth on

Continues on page 30
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Looking for your veterinarian 
Dr. Laurie Phillips?

You can find her at

40 years in business  � 4 doctor practice
24 hour emergency  � digital x-ray  � surgery

Local House Calls  � Hospitalization
Dentals Including X-Ray  � Ekg/Blood Pressure/Ultrasound

Eye Exams/Tonometry  � Convenient Drop Off Exams
Routine Health Needs/Vaccinations

Full In- House Laboratory
Small Animals and Exotics

Dr. Rudd C. Nelson small animal

Dr. Christopher D. Smith small animal and exotics

Dr. Henry Allen Brunz small animal

Dr. Laurie Phillips small animal

2850 East Commercial Boulevard � Fort Lauderdale, Florida � 954.771.8520

Bayview Animal Clinic
Give her a call today and 

make an appointment for your next visit.
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$6,995,000
6 BR/7.5 BA, 180 ft deep lot on 100 ft of
Intracoastal waterfront. Magnificent estate, 

perfect for entertaining.

$1,199,000
5 BR/3.5 BA, bar, 1st & 2nd floor master BRs,

patio/pool, great for entertaining, 
situated on 100' of deep water

$579,000
Great Venetian Isles waterfront with 3 BR/2 BA 
Lg Fam Rm, new dock. Also for rent $2950/mo

$479,000

$178,500
Totally renovated 1 BR/1.5 BA very spacious unit
directly on the ICW with lighthouse & inlet views

PENDING

PENDINGPENDING
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Jared M. Young D.M.D
Dr. Young is an active member of the American Dental

Association, American Academy of Pediatric Dentistry, Florida
Dental Association, and the Broward County Dental Association.

( 9 5 4 )  7 8 1 - 1 8 5 5
BrightYoungSmiles.com

1930 N.E. 34th Court. Federal Hwy. & Sample Rd.

Our Local Pediatric Dentist
Bright Young Smiles provides exceptional dental care to infants, children and teens. We specialize in Pediatric Dentistry with 

two years of additional training. Our office has been serving families in the area for over forty years and we are family owned and operated.

Our newly renovated beautiful office offers:
• Warm and friendly dental care
• Accepts many dental insurance plans
• Saturday and evening hours are available
• Sedation dentistry is available with qualified Medical
Doctor Anesthesiologists
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Thousands rose early for the 16th Annual Dunn’s Run that
benefits the Boys & Girls Clubs of Broward County, held on
October 7th. Runners and walkers gathered along the beachfront
in Deerfield Beach at 7:30 a.m. and followed a route that
eventually brought them back to the starting point.

Dunn's Run has earned its reputation as the race that signifies
the start of the running season, attracting over 2,000 runners,
walkers and participants. One of the largest racing fields in the
Tri-County, this event is fun for everyone, regardless of ability—
and because you care, our kids have a chance at life!

More than $3 million has been raised in the 15-year history of
the run.

DUNN’S RUN DRAWS THE MASSES!
Photos By Debra Todd

Continues on page 16
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DUNN’S RUN
Continued from page 15

Continues on page 40
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glass
by

artart
Babs

Av a i l a b l e  b y  a p po i n tmen t

954.675.4944
www.artglassbybabs.com
GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE

GLASS :   FUSED � CAST � STA INED � MOSA IC � ARCH ITECTURAL � UT I L I TAR IAN

flowing glass.

� GIFTS �
GLASS  ART  FOR  YOUR HOME
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Splashes and Smiles 4th Annual Family Fun Day was
held at the Pompano Aquatic Center, 820 NE 18th Ave,
Pompano Beach, on Saturday, September 15, 2012 from 
4:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. All proceeds benefited The Kids
Cancer Foundation of South Florida. The Kids Cancer
Foundation provides hope and support to young patients
and their families

This year’s event was sponsored by Fast Dry Courts and
10-S Supply and admission for the whole family was free.
The Fantastic Party Factory was on hand, providing

entertainment such as family style games & relays, and a
visit from the Little Mermaid and Dora!  Children could hop
aboard the Pompano Beach Fire Department’s fire truck for a
tour. Funky Fish Kid’s Day provided free mini snorkeling
lessons for all swimmers.  

“I am so grateful to be able to give back to the
community, and put together such a wonderful family
event,” says Miss Samantha, owner of Splashes and Smiles
Swim School. “I feel that it is important to get back to basics,
and teach children the lessons of giving, and gratitude. I am

reminded of those lessons every day by working with so
many amazing families and their children.”
To get involved please contact Samantha Marcum at Splashes 
and Smiles Swim School  754.246.0665 or
splashesandsmiles@gmail.com

Photos by Debra Todd

Splashes & Smiles Swim School
HOSTS 4th ANNUAL FAMILY FUN DAY
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Hecker Dermatology 
Group, P.A. 

MAKE THE CALL! 
(954) 783-2323

3500 NE 5th Avenue
Pompano Beach 
(near North Broward Hospital)

Most Insurances Accepted                          
www.Heckerderm.com

 

Saturday and evening appointments available in 2012

Dermatology for the entire family!

Melanie S. Hecker, MD, MBA
David J. Hecker, MD

By Melanie S. Hecker, MD, MBA

HAIR LOSS: IT CAN 
HAPPEN TO YOU

When hair starts to thin or fall out, it can be troubling. But 
many people with hair loss, also known as Alopecia, can find 
help from a dermatologist. Dermatologists can help determine 
whether hair loss will be permanent or temporary and advise 
patients on treatments for hair loss.

What Causes Alopecia?
Alopecia is not contagious. It is an autoimmune disease in 
which the body’s immune system attacks itself, in this case, 
the hair follicles. The cause is not known. A person’s particular 
genetic makeup combines with other factors triggers alopecia. 
Other alternatives for alopecia include wigs, caps, hats, or 
scarves are important options. Wearing a head covering does 
not interfere with hair regrowth. This may be a good choice 
for people with extensive scalp hair loss who do not have 
enough to cover it.

What is Normal Hair Growth?
When your hair grows normally, many things can occur. About 
90 percent of our hair is growing at any one time. This growth 
phase lasts between two and six years. Ten percent of our hair 
is in a resting phase. This phase lasts two to three months. At 
the end of this phase, the hair falls out. When you shed a hair, 
a new hair from the same hair follicle replaces it. This starts 
the growing cycle again. Scalp hair grows about one-half inch 
per month, but as people age, their rate of hair growth slows. It 
is normal to lose 50 to 100 hairs a day, and this is no cause for 
alarm.

What Happens When You Use Improper 
Chemical Treatments?
Many people use chemical treatments on their hair, such as 
dyes, tints, bleaches, straighteners, and permanent waves. 
These treatments rarely damage hair if the hairdresser does it 
right. But the hair can become weak and break if you use hair 
chemicals too often. If hair becomes brittle from chemical 
treatments, it is best to stop until the hair grows out.

How Can a Dermatologist Restore Hair?
Dermatologists and dermatologic surgeons often perform hair 
restoration in their offices. One type of hair restoration 
procedure is a hair transplant which can create a 
natural-looking hairline. Unnatural “plug” transplants from the 
past have given way to better techniques.

The emotional aspects of living with hair loss can be 
challenging, especially in a society that regards hair as a sign 
of youth and good health. It is reassuring that alopecia does 
not affect general health, and should not interfere with your 
ability to achieve all of your life goals at school, in sports, in 
your career, and in raising a family.

To find out more about this exciting topic or for your general 
Dermatologic care, contact us at: Hecker Dermatology 
Group, P.A. or visit us online at: www.heckerderm.com. New 
patients welcome and most insurance accepted. Call 
954-783-2323 for an appointment.

Like us at: 
Facebook.com/Hecker-Dermatology-Group-PA

Dermatology is More than Skin Deep

Now Featuring Ultherapy®

(as seen on “Real Housewives' of Beverly Hills”)
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January 22, 2013
6:00 - 9:00 pm

at Lighthouse Point 
Yacht & Racquet Club

Join the Lighthouse Point Chamber of Commerce 
as we sample fare from our fine restaurants.

Lighthouse
   Point

Taste of
9th Annual

Enjoy the best food and wine 
our local restaurants have to offer!

THE LIGHTHOUSE POINT CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
www.LHPChamber.com  •   LHPChamberOffice@gmail .com

Tickets – $50pp in Advance  •  $60pp at the Door

SAVE 
THE DATE
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“One of the most recommended stores in Lighthouse Point.”
Conveniently located in Beacon Light Shopping Center

2484 N. Federal Highway • Lighthouse Point, FL
954-942-9318

Tuesday-Friday 10:00AM to 6:00PM
Saturday 10:00AM to 3:00PM

www.beaconlightjewelers.com

Where can 
I get my 
stone replaced 
in my ring?

BEACON LIGHT

&    E N G RAV E RS

ewelers INC.

CUCINA ORECCHIO
A TRUE ITALIAN

 RESTAURANT

If you haven’t experienced Cucina Orecchio,
what are you waiting for?

Coming SoonExpanded Dinning AreaWith Full Bar

Serving LUNCH Monday - Friday, 11:30AM-3PM

From $399 House Wine $299glass

1825 E. Sample Road • Pompano Beach
Lunch M-F 11:30-3pm • Dinner M-F 4-10, Sat. 5-10, Sun. 4-9

CucinaO@gmail.com • 954.946.7585

Follow us on        for the Latest Updates – Like us today!

Fifty Shades
of

Darlene Pearson & Jess Moss
have joined our superior hair service team.

954.784.5505
2024 EAST SAMPLE ROAD, LIGHTHOUSE POINT

RED

Body & Soul Retreat
PREMIER SALON & DAY SPA
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Lighthouse Point Chamber News & Views

The Lighthouse Point Chamber of Commerce kicked off fall
with a September Social at Body and Soul Retreat in Gateway
Plaza on September 18th. The event was a great success. Many
members of the Chamber came out to socialize and enjoy the
evening.  The evening featured a DJ and Body and Soul’s lovely
outside seating area. 

Chamber president Michael McLain announced that the next
Taste of Lighthouse Point will be held on January 22nd. Tickets
will be $50 in advance and $60 at the door, and meetings will be
held the first Tuesday of the month. Members should email
lhpchamberoffice@gmail.com if they would like to serve on the
planning committee. Also email if you have auction items or
would like to purchase early tickets.

Grab Our Shorts, an evening of seven short plays will be
performed at the Yacht Club in the spring. Written by Jon
Frangipane, the seven shorts will be presented as a fundraiser for
the Chamber of Commerce. Jon is looking for volunteers to
present them (no experience necessary, large ego required)
during a fun evening. Casting will begin in November. If you’re
interested in volunteering, please contact Jon at 954-486-3820 or
LHPNews@bellsouth.net.

Chamber President McLain also welcomed several new
members to the Chamber. Beverly Magers and her son Brett of
Major Pest Solutions have recently joined the Chamber. Natalie
Bigio of  Thirty-One Gifts has recently joined, as has Makeba Gies
of Baby Keba Clothing and Accessories.  Kristen Goodrich and
Ovidiu Ghirca, hosts for the evening and owners of Body and
Soul Retreat, have also recently become members. 

The Lighthouse Point Chamber of Commerce will be
launching a campaign just for chamber members and residents
of Lighthouse Point so keep an eye on your mailbox for details!
And be sure to join the chamber on Facebook at:
facebook.com/lhpchamber for news, deals and fun. And always
visit www.lhpchamber.com for event info, business directory 
and more. 
Upcoming Events
Tuesday, November 13 — (second Tuesday due to
Thanksgiving) Venetian Isles Shopping Center Sidewalk Social
Thursday, November 29 — Full Moon Party at Shoppes of
Beacon Light

From the left, Ovidiu Ghirca, his fiancée Kristin Goodrich and their staff at 
Body & Soul Retreat hosted the September Social for 

the Lighthouse Point Chamber of Commerce.

Donna Knox of Knox Pools 
with some new friends.

Sharyl Jennaro with Azure Realty and
Andrea Freygang, BNETGraphics.

Kim Bean of Critter Sitter, Donna Knox of Knox Pools and
Makeba Gies of Baby Keba enjoy the evening at 

The Lighthouse Point Chamber social hosted by Body & Soul
Retreat on September 18th. The Chamber holds monthly
socials — each hosted by a different member business.

Photos By Nicole Goldstein

Ovidiu Ghirca and  his
fiancée Kristin Goodrich.
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Due to the buzz I heard over my first two collections of
Facebook postings, I’ve compiled a third collection. The
“buzz” was later diagnosed as an inner ear disorder, but life
goes on and so does my uncontrollable need to re-post these
posts. (If there’s any change in my inner ear situation, I’ll keep
you posted.)   
• Quality health care, quality auto repair, quality furniture,

quality cleaning services. Oh wait, I get it. Quality now
means Crappy. Suddenly everything makes perfect sense!

• He ain’t heavy, he’s my brother. (Okay, if I’m being honest,
his weight fluctuates and there are times I need to use some
kind of a platform on wheels or casters to move him from
point A to point B.)

• Excellent article in the new issue of Walking Magazine:
“Pick a Spot to Turn Around: The Secret to Planning a 
Long Walk.”

• Adele’s hit song “Rumor Has It” is very similar to a country
ballad I wrote called “Gomer’s Rabbit.” Some night in
concert she will accidently sing “Gomer’s Rabbit” instead
of “Rumor Has It” and my lawyers will make her pay.

• A shout out to the “For Dummies” book series for
identifying subjects I’d like to learn more about...and then
insulting me.

• Saw a sign outside a seedy looking bar that said “Party Till
4 A.M.” And by “party” I assume they meant sitting in the
dark getting hammered on cheap beer while listening to
some unappreciated master of the universe complain to 
his loser buddies about how miserable his life is in spite 
of his towering intellect and George Clooney-ish charm.
Good times.

• Disgusting Things People Say Unintentionally: “Can I
borrow a tissue?”

• The art and science of before and after pictures. BEFORE:
Stick out stomach and frown. AFTER: Suck in stomach 
and smile.

• The results are mixed when you try and turn a male name
into a female name. Just ask Edwina, Henrietta, and Alberta.
(Be careful approaching Henrietta though. She’s very

sensitive and may even insist you’ve made a mistake and
that her name’s Gabrielle, you bonehead.)

• Watched the London Olympics and found the men’s
horseback miniature golf fascinating. If the Appaloosa the
American was riding didn’t get spooked by the giant
ceramic iguana, we’d have won the gold. 

• While I didn’t win a medal in the Men’s 400 Meter Chicken
Dance/Self-Inflicted Heimlich Maneuver Event, I left with
my head held high and my ribcage intact. Booyah!

• There’s actually a book called “The Idiot’s Guide to
Forensics.” Hallelujah. I’m so tired of looking like a moron
when my happy hour pals start yakking about the scientific
gathering and analysis of DNA evidence.

• FACT: Americans on average watch close to four hours of
TV a day.  FACT: Those who skimp on personal hygiene and
sleep are able to watch six hours of TV a day.  FACT:
Overuse of the word “fact” as an attention-getter causes
readers to glaze over and wonder what’s on TV.

• Bad Idea: “Let me show you how to climb a palm 
tree, Timmy.”

• A well-timed cup of coffee has been proven to spike
cognitive function and elevate productivity for an hour or
more. This explains the morning I ran five miles, detailed
my car, built a guest cottage in my backyard and helped
police solve a string of robberies, all before 9 a.m.

• Saw a sign on a library bookshelf that said “New Genre:
Paranormal Romance.” Nice to know there’s now a name
for getting drunk and waking up next to a life form of
unknown origin.

• What’s my story? I was born in 1957 to itinerant tomato
farmers who disappeared into the mountains of northern
New Jersey.  I was not seen again publically until 1974 when
I was traded at a county fair for a goat and some homemade
fudge. In 1986 I led the New Jersey Nets in scoring and
enjoyed several productive years in the NBA before being
forced into retirement with a tongue injury. (I personally
don’t remember any of this, but it must be true because I
read it on Wikipedia.) �

Stray Thoughts:
The Facebook Postings, Vol. III
By Alan Williamson

As  I  Was  S ay ing
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Congratulations to Melissa Pigott at 2820 N. E. 21 Avenue, winner of the Lighthouse Point Community’s 
Beauty Spot of the Month Award for Octo ber, selected by the Lighthouse Point Garden Club.

The Garden Lady Says…
Starting From Seed

By Donna Torrey

Seeds are amazing things.  Take a look around and notice
all of the plant life that surrounds us, from the blades of grass
to the tallest of trees; all were once a tiny seed.  Some seeds
are very large, others so tiny that they are invisible to the
naked eye, and float on wind currents, even across oceans. 

As a gardener, there is nothing quite as exciting as
germinating seeds!  Somehow, when we have raised a plant
from a seed, it becomes like one of our children.  It’s just fun
and rewarding to watch them mature.

Now is the right time in South Florida to plant seeds of
flowers and vegetables.  Here are some tips that can make
your seed sowing more successful. 

Most seeds are best started in pots, and then set out into
the garden when they are larger.  Germinating in pots
allows us to control the amounts of water and sunlight, and
we can protect them when they are most vulnerable. 

I like to use old 6-inch nursery pots, which most of us
have lying around.  Use a good quality potting soil.   Wet
the medium first and then place the seeds on top; you can
put the whole packet in at once. 

A common mistake is to bury seed too deeply.  As a rule
of thumb, bury the seeds no deeper than the diameter of the
seed itself.  This is often miniscule, which is the point; many

seeds actually require light to germinate. (This is why
mulch inhibits the growth of weed seeds.) 

After you have carefully covered the seeds, use a gentle
mist or watering can with a soft spray to water them in,
then label and date.  Be sure to water daily.  Seeds need
constant moisture to break the seed coat and you can put a
shallow saucer underneath to help with this.

Keep them in at least 4 hours of direct sunlight, preferably
morning. Now, get ready to experience the miracle of
germination. It can take from one day (this has really
happened to me!) to months, depending on the type of plant.

A plant is born with baby leaves, which often look very
different from the true leaves, which will sprout out 
next.  When these leaves appear, you can transplant them
into separate pots, or directly into the ground.  Never let a
seedling dry out.  Fertilize with fish emulsion and keep
vigilant for a couple more weeks. Soon, you will beam with
pride, and have lots to share with special friends.   
Happy Gardening! �

Garden gate Nursery is located in the Pompano Citi
Centre. Donna can be reached at 954-783-GATE, or at
www.donnasgardengate.com

Beauty Spot 
of  the Month
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Auto Tech and Body

Mechanical Repairs-Maintenance  � Body and Paint Service
Extended Warranty  � Dent and Scratch Repair  � Automotive Sales  � Restoration Service

Serving the South Florida Community for the past 16 years.

www.AutoTechAndBody.com

429 N. DIXIE HIGHWAY   POMPANO BEACH, FL 33060

954-946-9730 10% LHP
DISCOUNT

Discount on labor only.

From the President’s Desk…
(a LHP resident)

Mention this ad
and get a 
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STOP PAIN WITHOUT THE USE OF DRUGS!

FREE CONSULTATION!  561-368-9400

Doctor Keith Parmenter says,

“There are no magic pills. Let me prove it to you.”
• Rolfing (Deep layer tissue transformation)

• Tui-na (Focuses on specific problems, especially chronic pain associated 
with the muscles, joints, and skeletal system)

• Electro-Acupuncture (Electrical pulses stimulate special areas 
through needles inserted in the skin)

Teenager Noah Flegel having
acupuncture with electric stimulation.

77-year-old Jack Smith has Rolfing
treatment for back pain.

Athletic coach Todd Widom having
Rolfing treatment for lower back.

Namiko Shibata has Tui-na
treatment for planter fasciitis.

Office Located at
Med Plex Building, 5458 Town Center Road, Suite 10, Boca Raton
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We Have Moved!

Now located at 
3725 N. Federal Hwy. 

Pompano Beach, FL 33064
1/4 mile north of Sample

EF Tire & Auto Repair
3725 N. Federal Highway, Pompano Beach

954-426-9926
www.EFTireAndAutoRepair.com

Monday-Friday: 8AM – 6PM � Saturdays: 8AM – 2PM Since 19
79

Always the Best Service • Always the Best Prices
Always Working Hard to Earn Your Business

With over 200 years of combined
experience right here in Pompano Beach,
no one is better prepared to service your
vehicle needs than our team of certified
technicians. Please take advantage of our
monthly service specials and feel free to
call me personally for all of your tire and
vehicle needs.

Pete Diener, General Manager

OUR FAMOUS OIL CHANGE
& MAINTENANCE SPECIAL

Our technicians will change your
car’s engine oil and filter,

lubricate the chassis, inflate the
tires and check the fluid levels.

INSTANT WHILE YOU WAIT
SERVICE BY REAL MECHANICS

FOR LESS THAN ANY
“QUICK LUBE’ STORE

NOW
AVAILABLE
EVERY DAY!

$1295
Most cars. Includes up to 5 quarts. With this coupon only. Exp. 11-30-12

CHECK ENGINE LIGHT ON?
We will perform a diagnostic
computer scan and reset your

check engine light.

FREE
With this coupon only. Exp. 11-30-12

ELECTRONIC TIRE GAUGE
Just for stopping in and saying
hello. Nothing saves fuel more
than the proper tire pressure.

WHEEL BALANCE & 
TIRE ROTATION

Our technicians will rotate and high speed balance
your vehicle’s tires and wheels.

FREE
Includes most cars and small SUVs. 4 Tires only. Some alloy wheels extra.

With this coupon only. Exp. 11-30-12

$1995
With this coupon only. Exp. 11-30-12

Always the Best Service • Always the Best Prices
Always Working Hard to Earn Your Business
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weekends), where we kayak and white water raft, fish and eat lobster,
but we also LOVE to take the boat to the Bahamas.  We just spent a
week in the Abacos with forty friends, fishing, drinking and eating
and not necessarily in that order.”

Yet, Paul’s life isn’t all just fun and games, as he must live a
disciplined ‘early to bed—early to rise’ schedule in his household in
order to fulfill his work commitments.  This schedule must affect his
family life; and we all know that radio and television hosts talk about
their family members on-air.  So, how do Paul’s family members feel
about it when he discusses their private lives?

“I’m up at 4 a.m., and it never gets easy.  That being said, I nap
during the daytime, and here’s a note to the lawn service guys: do you
really have to blow every leaf in the entire neighborhood away?  Give
it a rest!  Oh, sorry.  I nap, so that when my son comes home from
school, I’m a normal member of the family and don’t have to turn in at
7 p.m.,” Paul pointed out.  “We hang, watch TV, etc.  Then I crash hard.
As far as talking about them on the air, let’s just say, there was quite a
learning curve in the beginning of our relationship.  I have to
remember, it’s MY career, and MY show … and to sometimes leave
certain things out!”

It’s because his family is so important to him that he does try to keep
part of his life private … although his fans love it when he regales them
with personal experiences; he does try to draw a line between blending
his family and work encounters.  It’s important to him to honor his
family because “to use an over-used cliché, ‘at the end of the day,’ it’s
really all we have, isn’t it?” Paul pointed out.  “Sure you have your close
friends, you have your work friends, but when it comes to the people
you can really always count on, you have your family.”

And speaking of family, Paul is very close to his sister, Linda
Castronovo, Director at WPLG in the Miami/Fort Lauderdale area, and
their parents.  “But I give my sister a hard time because she also went
to the University of Florida, and studied broadcasting,” Paul said.  “I’m
like, ‘couldn’t you have done your own thing?’  She directs the
morning news and has ridiculous hours, even worse than mine.  She
has to be at work at 2:30 a.m.”

Despite their similar career paths and crazy work hours, they do try
to see each other as much as possible.  “We have family dinners
whenever we can, but both of us are lobbying our parents for the bulk
of the inheritance.  Dad says there’s nothing left,” Paul joked.  “We’re
currently planning Dad’s 80th birthday this month, but it’s a surprise,
so I can’t tell you about it!  Joe and Ginger are great parents and have
been married since 1954—how rare.  My father taught me how to
laugh, he has always been a practical joker, driving my mom nuts and
my mother taught me how to cook!”

And more than most people, Paul realizes how important his
family is because he knows firsthand how at a moment’s notice,
things can change.  In the blink of an eye, the Castronovo family was
busy living their hectic but exuberant lives when suddenly Gina was
diagnosed with breast cancer.

Paul Castronovo
Continued from page 10
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“One minute we were making plans for a weekend getaway to the
Bahamas, and the next minute, we were talking to surgeons.  That’s
how quickly life changes.  One of the most difficult aspects from the
beginning was the fact that we live such a public life.  Everybody
seems to know what we do, because my radio show and our lives
tend to be an open book,” Paul explained.  “When she got the
diagnosis, initially we kept it to ourselves, but it was obvious to our
listeners that something was wrong.  I was missing work, and I surely
wasn’t my normal, jovial self.  Then she did the most admiral thing:
she told me to go on the air and tell her story.  That was a brave thing
for her to do, and I truly believe, that the day we went public, Gina
saved lives.  We got thousands of well-wisher e-mails and letters, but
we also received numerous emails from people that told us because
of Gina’s announcement, they were going to get checked, and so were
their moms and sisters.  Gina then took it to the next level and wrote a
book, along with a few of her friends called, “Just a Lump in the Road:
Reflections of Young Breast Cancer Survivors.” That book, available to
this day on Amazon.com, has also helped a lot of women.

And you’d think after surviving this perilous experience that things
would get back to being as normal as possible for this family.

“Back to the subject of how life changes in the blink of an eye,” Paul
said.  “Just as Gina was beginning to feel like her old self again, during
Christmas week in 2007, she and my mother, while driving back from

Orlando, were involved in a head-on collision.  A woman lost control of
her car, crossed three lanes of traffic and hit my mother’s car.  My mom
broke her neck in the accident, and Gina had multiple, serious internal
injuries that she suffers with to this day and will feel the effects for the
rest of her life.  I think what we’ve taken from this, and it’s been
extremely hard on the kids, watching their mom suffer for years and go
through these things is that, we are going to squeeze every bit of life
out of every day and enjoy every minute we all have together.

Indeed, this is what this family does …they really do live their lives
to the fullest.  It was after Gina’s chemotherapy treatments when they
traveled to Italy for a vacation and again, their lives changed in an
instant, but this time for the better.  A chance encounter with a
stranger put them on a path of not only purchasing a vineyard, but
creating their own blend called Castronovo Montepulciano D’Abruzzo.
This Pinot Noir girl and Cabernet loving man stumbled onto a venture
that has changed their lives and the lives of their family members,
forever.  They began selling red wine and because of its success
they’re now selling a white wine blend called Castronovo Pecorino.

“On a visit to Italy, while sitting at a Trattoria, the man next to us
noticed us struggling with the wine menu.  My wife and I were wine
fans, but mostly California, he says in his Italian accent.  ‘Let me helpa
you witha the Italian Wine Choice.’  We ended up tasting everything in

Continues on page 32
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the house, and learning that this man, Eros, exported wine to the U.S.,”
Paul explained.  “We became fast friends and he took us to a winery
the next day, where the family, who thought a major U.S. celebrity
was visiting their winery, rolled out the red carpet and the whole
family dined with us.  The grandma cooked, we ate olives from their
trees, cheese from their sheep, homemade pasta and tasted all their
wines.  At one point, I said, ‘I sure would like to have your wine in the
States.’  That’s how it began.”

The wine currently is available in many restaurants and specialty
shops including Total Wine, Laurenzo's Italian Market, all of Doris’s
Italian Market & Bakery locations and Publix locations throughout
South Florida.  “The best way to find the wine is via our website,
castronovovineyards.com.  Click on find our wine, and put in your zip
code,” Paul said.

Paul’s fans know that he would’ve been great had he decided to
head to NYC to live-out his dreams of becoming
a cast member on Saturday Night Live, but they
love and admire him even more for carving out
a beautiful life for himself in South Florida. If
you’ve listened to Paul you know that his
enthusiasm is infectious, and if you’ve met his
family – you know they’re really grounded
people. If you’d like to find out more
information, you can find it on Facebook at
either the Paul Castronovo Fan Page or the
Castronovo Vineyards Page; or go to these
websites/Twitter addresses:
paulandyoungron.iheart.com,
paulandyoungron.com, wzzr.com,
castronovovineyards.com, @Castronovowine or
@PaulCastronovo.
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Paul Castronovo
Continued from page 10
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Florida Shores Bank
We Lend Money!

Fonnie Gill, VP Residential Lending

Right Bank, Right Time, Right Now!
Take advantage of our low FIXED residential mortgage rates, and a free appraisal.*

*Up to $450

Your Health is 
Your Wealth…
Healing the Mind,
Body & Soul

We use organic & non-organic products.
Facials � Nails � Acupuncture � Hot Stones Massage

Thai Yoga Stretching Massage � Chiropractic Services

Myofascial Release � Sports Massage � Chair Massage

Swedish Massage � Pre-Natal/Pregnancy Massage

Combination Massage � Deep Tissue Massage

We accept cash, checks, credit cards & some insurance plans.

750 E. Sample Road, Bldg. 3 #4
Pompano Beach

561.674.5215 � 954.861.9298
954.548.5276

www.genspa.com

$20 OFF on the First Visit for a Massage.
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JAMES BOND OF JOURNALISM
The Story  of  Ron  Lay tner

By Rachel Galvin

Photos by Ron Laytner

hat man is Ron Laytner. Called the most published
photographer of all time and one of the best, this Canadian-
born world traveler is now living is Fort Lauderdale.
Surrounded by the memories of an exciting journalistic
adventure, Laytner loves to recall each and every detail,
starting with how it all began.

With a $3.95 Kodak Duoflex camera, affixed to his neck
with a shoelace, he walked boldly into the Toronto Telegram
and said, “My name is Ron Laytner. I am here to take a front
page picture.”

After the laughter subsided and he waited, an
unexpected development ensued.  A man was shooting at
people from the fourth floor of Toronto’s Ford Hotel. This
incident would lead to his first paid assignment (after the
night editor loaded his film for him). 

Laytner gained access to the building by fabricating that
he and his father lived on the 12th floor. Once in, he was
able to sneak to downstairs, where he encountered the
Telegram's chief photographer, Ray MacFadden, who
described the policemen hiding in rooms along the corridor
with assault weapons ready to kill the shooter. 

After asking MacFadden how to operate his new camera,
Laytner decided to come face to face with the gun-toting
madman. He snapped one picture, and then jumped back
behind a corridor wall as the gunman fired at him. He tried
it again but the gunman was ready for him and aiming at
his chest. Laytner lowered his camera and just stood there.
“He didn’t shoot me. But he put the rifle under his neck. I
knew what he was going to do.” 

Laytner’s flash captured the moment with a ‘bang.’
“Someone yelled, “Don’t shoot, that’s the camera man.”
MacFadden grabbed and hung onto me, ran down the hall
and out a fire escape window. He said the police would
confiscate the pictures. We raced over to Telegram. My coat
was full of blood. I had to wash my hair,” said Laytner. He
was paid $12 and four of his photographs hit the front page. 

That photographer went on to set records in Toronto for

years, to win the Canada version of the Pulitzer Prize and to
be published in over 300 publications worldwide, including
New York Times, London Times and Life Magazine. The coveted
prize came from a photo of a brownie kicking a girl scout, a
photo that is listed as one of the greatest photographs ever
taken, and which earned over $50,000.

But it wasn't this slice of life type photo that has made him
so revered, but rather his hard hitting journalism, his knack
for capturing the soul of a moment and making people sit up
and take notice, stirring their forgotten humanity. 

One such photo was from the war in Biafra, where
millions had died in Nigeria. He knew he couldn't profile
them all, but thought if he could only tell the story of one.
So, he picked Little Nenna, a tiny tot, who lived and died
briefly. Her temporary parents, also pictured, died soon
after in the war.

Editor’s note: Ron Laytner, the world’s most published photojournalist and long-time member of the Fort
Lauderdale Writers’ Group, has thrilled the group with amazing stories of his escapades around the world.

“THESE HANDS HAVE TOUCHED EINSTEIN’S BRAIN, 
HELD HITLER’S GOLDEN GUN

AND SHOOK HANDS WITH THE WORLD’S WORST SERIAL KILLER...” 
SAID A MAN WHOSE LIFE HAS SURPASSED

THE MOST DRAMATIC PLOTS ON THE SILVER SCREEN.

T
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When Charles de Gaulle saw the photo he cried out,
“This atrocity must stop,” and France stopped providing
money to the rebels and the war ended. Recently, at an Art
Serve Photography exhibit, a group of Nigerians came to
meet Laytner, saying his picture is the most famous photo in
their country. They told him, “Our parents wouldn't be alive
without this photo; we wouldn't be alive.” This certainly is
listed among his favorite photos, but it is not the one he
cherishes most. That honor was bestowed on a shot of a
small girl peeking through the legs of a hunter.

Wide-eyed, she is looking on as they began a search for a
man-eating lion that has terrorized the area, to which
Laytner, fearless, offered himself up for bait. “When the lion
leaps at me, I will take a picture. Then, you shoot it," he
instructed the hunters. Fortunately, the lion didn't find
Laytner's smell sweet enough and, after much growling and
snarling, it ran off.

His fearlessness got him assignment after assignment,
including one that put him face to face with the Ku Klux

Klan and led to their ultimate demise in Texas. After
being asked to try to rescue the daughter of a wealthy
man, who he knew was involved with the Klan, he
found her in Costa Rica, but declined to go further after
he realized killing would be involved. He was still
rewarded. Laytner did not want a monetary reward,
but rather 
the chance to take photos of the Klansman. His wish
was granted.

He was blindfolded by a hooded Klansman and
taken to a car so he didn't see where he was being
taken. When he finally was there and the hood was
removed, he saw he was beneath a sign saying, “Kill
the Jews. Daring as always, when asked his religion,
he truthfully said “Jewish.” A hooded policeman said,
“We should kill him now ... No one knows he's here.”
But the leader of the group protested, saying “This
man has guts,” suggesting Laytner should start a
“Jewish Klan.”

Laytner asked them whether they really believed what
they professed, saying he wanted the world to see their side
of the story. When they fervently said they believed, he
replied, “Why not show your faces?” They did.

It was his shot on the cover of
Argosy Magazine of a man in a
police uniform wearing a Klan
hood that propelled J. Edgar
Hoover to send in 100 FBI agents
to round up police in the Klan.
One hundred fifty resigned,
including several sheriffs. One
Klansman was one of the most
decorated Vietnam Vets. “When
he returned from the war,
people spat on him,” said
Laytner. “He went crazy and
joined the Klan.” Laytner said
he felt bad for those Klansmen he met.
Everyone's lives were ruined after his photos were

published. But, it was
instrumental in finally
taking down the Klan.

As if coming face to
face with Klansman was
not frightening enough,
Laytner's scariest
moment was meeting
Pedro Alonzo Lopez, one
of the world's most
infamous serial killers.
His kill count was over
350, all young girls.
Laytner was the only one
to get in to his cell and
do an interview, the first
to shake his hand in
years. “He had long
fingers, powerful. He

Continues on page 73
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DUNN’S RUN
Continued from page 16
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Splashes & Smiles Swim School
Continued from page 19
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Livescan 
Fingerprinting 

Available 
Here
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SAVE THIS AD FOR 
FUTURE ENTERTAINMENT!

For All Your Entertainment Needs Visit
www.SouthFloridaLegends.com

Private & Corporate Parties
Frank

Marilyn

Neil

Elvis

Babs

NOW BOOKING 
FOR THE  HOLIDAYS!

954-596-0058

A TRIBUTE TO:
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Maine
By Marjory D. Lyons

Editor’s note: Marjory D. Lyons, a resident of Pompano Beach, is a writer, actress and business women, and owner of
Telling Your Story, Inc. that writes and produces books of life stories and business histories. She holds writing workshops
at the Skolnick Center. You may visit her site for more info at www.telling-your-story.com. Peter Jefferson, her son, is a
water colorist who lives in Pompano Beach for six months each year. His website is: www.peterjeffersonart.com

hen I go to visit my son, Pete, in Kittery, Maine each
summer, he takes me to vistas that intrigue him as a water
colorist, and he tells me about the “light” and the “colors”
and the scenes that he is eager to paint. I go with him to meet
the Mainely Painters on Tuesdays, and we do plein air
painting. The six artists, living year round in Maine, ferret out
the best places to paint outside while the weather permits.

Once, from a landing dock, west of Kittery, we painted
the three bridges that cross Portsmouth Harbor, connecting
New Hampshire and Maine. The first was the thundering 
I- 95 with high, graceful scaffolding. Next, was the
lumbering middle bridge joining the city of Portsmouth to
the tiny, historic Kittery, and finally the third, the much-
mourned Strawberry Banke Bridge. Sadly, that old structure
which led to the oldest part of Portsmith was taken down a
few months ago because it was too old and rickety. It
transported you to the heart of Portsmouth, Strawberry
Banke, where the earliest settlers established the town in the
middle 1600s.  

One day, we painted the lovely formal gardens in
Prescott Park, the centerpiece of Portsmouth, where each
flowerbed is tagged and identified; and another time we
painted the cluster of weathered clapboard houses crowded
into the historic town.

A fellow actor, Greg, and I went to Prescott Park to see As
You Like It, done in modern dress. We had chairs, but most
folks sat on the ground on blankets, at eye level to the
bobbing sailboats and fishing boats in the Harbor. Later
Greg and I topped off the afternoon at The Cove, a charming
restaurant where we had lobster chowder and a glass of
white wine while viewing the Harbor.

The last location where the Mainely Painters painted was
the launch site of a cluster of brilliant colored kayaks, setting
out on the York River just before sunset. People came up to
watch us, prompting Susan, the lead artist in the group,
who has lived in Ogunquit for decades, to say, “I have to
quit, Pete. I lose my concentration when out-of-towners
start asking us questions.” 

We folded up and drove on
Route 103 back to Kittery, my
favorite road with one
charming home after another.
We stopped at the opening for
the Drift Art Gallery where
wine and chesses were set up
under tents in the parking lot.
Ali, the owner and artist,
recently returned to Mexico,
had strung her art
photographs, clothes-pinned
on bright-colored clothes lines,
around the grassy area. A
classical guitarist played as the
crowd chatted.

I drove north on US 1 toward
Ogunquit to visit Marilyn in
Perkins Cove, Maine. We placed
our chairs on the open, grassy
point directly facing the Atlantic,
her front yard so to speak, and
talked of the year past. When the
storms come, with the threat of
water invading her beautiful
home, she has to evacuate; and
she has twice. Marilyn said, “I

PART 1 (In a series of 2)
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never tire of the looking
at the water. It always
changes.” I nod in
agreement. 

Sometimes Pete and I
go to my favorite, Long
Sands Beach, aptly
named for it has the most
remarkable beach. For
half the day, at high tide,
the long curve of beach is covered up to the rocky breakwater
with rolling, sloshing, powerful waves of the Atlantic. It’s
thrilling to breathe in the air and the sound and the look of
the scene. But more thrilling for me happens later when the
tide draws the waves out, which is every six hours—and the
water pulls back, revealing  smooth, cool sand, speckled with
black because of the mica and other minerals, where
everybody gets out and walks the beach. I mean everybody.
The mothers and children, families with grandparents
holding young ones’ hands,  women carrying picnic baskets,
men setting up umbrellas, and lovers of all ages, strolling
hand in hand.  

I wore my cutoffs and a T, usually long-sleeved, and I
kept my Skechers on. That sand is cold, cold cold. After 
six p. m., I took my dog, Jo-Jo, right along with all the 
other dogs, walking their owners, or running free as they
are permitted to do. And everyone was smiling. It’s a
marvelous scene of humanity moving and shifting, and
doing ordinary things and loving the smell of the salt, and

feeling the
spray of the 
salt when you
walk close
enough 
to the water’s
edge. 

I never swim
at Long Sands. I
simply put my
feet into the ice
water there.
But one day, at
Rye Beach,

New Hampshire, after we had driven along
the magnificent roadway, curving past perfect
colonial homes in the sunlit afternoon, I did
swim. I had my bathing suit on under my
jeans. Pete stood watch over me as I got into
the water, very carefully easing my body in
inch by inch and swam a stroke or two. It felt
good to move after spending two hours
sketching the scene of the busy, smelly fishing
pier a few miles away. 

On Sunday there are late afternoon
concerts; one was at the historic St. Peter’s
Episcopal Church, perched high on top of
Cape Neddick, Maine, the annual jazz

performance by local musicians—Eric Andrews, drums; Joe
Frascetti, keyboard; Lance MacLean, bass guitar;  and
featuring John Melisi, saxophone whose talent was evident
with the first mellow notes.

Sublime music blended with sublime views at the wine
and cheese reception on the hillside later. We strolled to very
edge of the 100-foot precipice and looked down on the slick,
mammoth rocks and booming ocean beyond. During the
concert, Pete had made an ink sketch of the jazz quartet, 
the altar and
stained glass
windows and
arched ceilings in
the background,
and he gave it to
Eric, the leader.
We both grinned
when Eric said,
“We are making
a CD. Pete, may
we use it on 
the cover?” 

Part 2 of “A
Magical Summer
in Maine” will
appear in
Lighthouse Point
Magazine’s
December
issue.

Perkins Cove

Church reception on the hillside

Students in Marjorie's writing workshop: 
Front row, Peter Jefferson and Linda Payne-Sylvester;
back row, Marjory Lyons, workshop presenter and
Kim Myers, Assistant Director, York Library

Long Sands Beach
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Title Company

woodruff
Bailey
T I T L E  C O M P A N Y ,  i n c .

(954) 571-7919(954) 571-7919665 SE 10th Street #104
Deerfield Beach, FL 33441
665 SE 10th Street #104

Deerfield Beach, FL 33441

TIRES  •  TIRES  •  TIRES  •  TIRES

COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE 
SERVICE & A/C REPAIR
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TIRE STORES
52YEARS1960-2012

ALL BRANDS  •  ALL SIZES
PASSENGER  •  TRUCK  •  TRAILER

SPECIALTY TIRES
“Service You Can Trust”

3381 N. Dixie Hwy, Pompano Beach

954-941-8204

Lube • Oil Change • Tire Balancing • Complete Brake Service • A/C Repair
Complete Front End Service • High Speed Balancing • Tire Truing

Drive Line Vibration…And Much More
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Offer expires 11/30/2012

Fine Jewelry & Gifts
Jewelry Repairs 
Watch Repairs
Engraving

Pearl & Bead Stringing
Eye Glass Repair

4616 N. Federal Hwy
Lighthouse Point
Next to Seafood World

954-586-1363
954-937-0540

Myriam’s

WE’VE

MOVE
D
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You’re going to need that body!

20122012AS THE YEARS GO BY

Personal Training

We are here to help. Our personal coaches will design 
a health and fi tness program just for you. We will be 
there to motivate you and celebrate in your progress. 
After all, it’s the results that will excite you! Plan now 
to live healthier as the years go by.                                

Call or visit us today!

954-421-2116
Now located at 499 South Federal Hwy, Deerfi eld Beach, FL 33441 

1free week!

Get started 
today with

*First time guests only. See club for details.

Ask about our 
NEW 

GROUP 
TRAINING!

WE HAVE MOVED!

www.sayfi tness.com
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Offer Expires: Nov. 30, 2012
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Dear Dr. Corn,
Our six year-old daughter becomes very frightened when the skies

turn dark gray, the winds howl, lightening flashes, and a severe
thunderstorm appears. She was especially attentive when Tropical
Storm/Hurricane Isaac dominated the news. Now when a bad storm
threatens first she paces, then cries, sobbing to my wife and I something
terrible is about to happen.  No matter how much reassurance we
provide, nothing has eased distress. What can we do? 
Dear Parents,

Seeing a child frightened because of a thunderstorm is not
unusual. At this age, it is natural for a child to be curious and eager
to learn about one’s immediate surroundings; including wanting to
understand why things happen. Youngsters like logic and thrive
when order exists in their world.  Yet, weather is unpredictable; as
we’ve all seen a sunny day rapidly transform into a stormy one. 

Right now, your daughter’s worries have escalated to the point
where her emotions have spiraled out of control leaving her
frightened and vulnerable.  Reassuringly ask if she can tell you what’s
going on inside her mind. Young children have vivid imaginations.
It’s possible she may be distorting one or more facts or possibly
confusing feelings as facts, which can escalate and exaggerate her
worries.  This is where the two of you come in.  Through talking, you
can comfort and allay her fears. It all starts by asking questions,

acknowledging her feelings, and
discussing all of this with warmth and
compassion. Last, it helps to point out the
realities as a reminder to differentiate what
is factual from what isn’t. Unless something
actually occurred in the past that was
terrifying, chances are her upsetting behavior is based more fearing
the worst; rather than the worst actually occurring. 

It is possible to teach your daughter ways to self-soothe and
comfort herself by showing her techniques such as using self-talk,
focusing on slow, rhythmic breathing or visualizing something
peaceful.  Even a young child can learn to develop greater self-control
by recognizing unpleasant feeling states, not dismissing their
discomfort, but sharing them in order not to feel so alone. However,
if her heightened anxiety continues, and she remains in tremendous
distress, I would not wait long, but seek consultation with a child
therapist so you can help her regain her mental and emotional
equilibrium. �

Dr. Andrea Corn is a  licensed Psychologist who is in private practice in
Lighthouse Point, FL.  Dr. Corn is a member of the American Psychological
Association (APA), Florida Psychological Association (FPA), and National
Register of Health Service Providers in Psychology, Registrant #44838.  Her
office is 2040 East Sample Rd. Lighthouse Point, FL. 33064.  For additional
information, please call 954- 942-3344 or visit www.DrAndreaCorn.com.

By Andrea Corn, Psy.D.Ask  t he  Ps ycho l og i s t
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By Alice Taylor, Broward Health Imperial Point Chief Executive Officer
40 Years Of Excellence In Health Care

This October marked a milestone in our community’s history
— the 40th anniversary of Broward Health Imperial Point (BHIP).
After coming on board as chief executive officer in January of this
year, I am delighted to lead our hospital into its next chapter as
we continue to deliver world class health care. I feel so privileged
to work with such a dedicated group of physicians, nurses and
hospital staff. 

Although much has happened here during the last 40 years,
one thing that has remained consistent is the high caliber of
leadership. Duncan Moore, our original CEO, helped to plan the
launch of the hospital in 1971 and establish a reputation for
excellence during our initial years of operation. Since then, we
have been graced with many strong leaders, including my recent
predecessors Dottie Mancini (1996-2007) and Calvin Glidewell
(2007-2011).

Today, our staff delivers the highest level of quality and
compassionate care—what has come to be known as the ‘imperial
treatment’—on a daily basis. From our nurses to our nutritional
staff, our surgeons to our security guards, kind and compas -
sionate care is what makes this the hospital of choice for so many
in our community. Our people are why our patients recommend
us so highly. 

When the hospital opened in October of 1972, it had two floors
and an average daily patient census of 50. There were four
operating rooms, a six-bed intensive care unit and a six-bed
recovery area. 

Today, our physicians and staff use ten
operating rooms and a surgical suite
specializing in minimally invasive robotic
surgery to perform thousands of surgeries annually. We also
perform the highest number of retina surgeries of all hospitals in
Broward County. Plus, after a $17 million expansion in 2010, the
emergency department now treats nearly 35,000 patients each year. 

A culture of quality and safety has been nurtured by hospital
leadership and staff throughout the years, leading to numerous
awards and recognition for quality of care and patient safety.
Recently, the hospital received an ‘A’ rating in a national hospital
safety survey by The Leapfrog Group. 

Much has changed over the years at this hospital, but the
superior treatment of our patients has remained a constant focus. I
am honored to work both with and for people whose dedication to
excellence reminds me each day why I chose a career in health care. 

From all of us at Broward Health Imperial Point, we thank you
for 40 years of support and we look forward to many more years
of healing.  �
Broward Health Imperial Point – Quick Facts

• 204 beds
• 304,000 square foot hospital on 30-acre campus at the corner

of Federal Highway and Cypress Creek Rd. 
• 804 employees 
• 594 physicians and medical staff
• Part of one of the largest health systems in Broward County

B rowa rd  Hea l th  Update
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SALES & SERVICE – MODELS FROM 21' to 36'

1 2 6 0  N .  F E D E R A L  H W Y . ,  P O M P A N O  B E A C H ,  F L  3 3 0 6 2

954-781-7100

Mention this ad for your LHP discount!

230DC 243CC 295CC 325CC

boatworldusa.com
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Recently I have gotten a flood of speaking engagement requests
around online marketing.  It is apparent people are interested in
learning, but are they willing to make the effort and apply what they
learn?  A recurring response to the feedback I give about;  building
your website rankings, creating a bigger online footprint with Social
Media and Blogging, getting people interested in your company
online, is “who has the time?”

It is completely understandable that the resource of time is just
not as abundant as it used to be. People are pulled in so many
directions. Businesses are working harder than ever because of the
economy and so on.  Consider this; people are online all the time.
They are on their computer with 5 other windows up in their
browser; they’re on their smart phones checking Facebook and
Twitter. And you, Mr. /Mrs. Business owner, are still spending
marketing dollars in other mediums besides the web. You have a
captive audience every day online. It doesn’t require listening to a
radio show, putting on the television, or even subscribing to
something.  Almost every working individual is on a computer at
this moment. Take advantage of the way we do business, the
technology that people are using.

Think about it like dating. Instead of that first date, they are
visiting your website for a first impression. Instead of getting to
know you, they are Googling your business and going to your Social
Media accounts to learn more about you. And instead of deciding if
they like you, they are evaluating where you are on the search
engines (Google, Yahoo, Bing), how many fans and followers you

have. It is online courting, and the market is
only going to get more competitive. 

The longer your business waits to get on
board and start making an effort, the less
likely you are to make that connection at all.
Yes it is time consuming to update your website, post to YouTube,
update all your Social Media outlets, but you are missing potential
business matches by not doing so. 

Let’s say I am the matchmaker, and you hire me to find you your
next date. We are going to need to evaluate who you are looking for,
what qualities that person needs to have and a means to reach them.
It is the same process with online marketing, except you don’t even
need to interact with that person. You can actually reduce the time
spent on prospecting because they can find you. 

So if you were to take that time you spend cold calling, going to
networking events, knocking on doors, and use an hour or two of
that a week to focus on online efforts, I guarantee after a few 
months you will be pleasantly surprised with the outcome. Just
schedule it in like you do your Monday BNI meeting, or Wednesday
Chamber event. 

Learn how to maximize your online efforts, and do it. Make the
effort and get on board, matches are waiting. �
Learn how to maximize your online efforts, and do it. Make the effort and
get on board, matches are waiting. For more information, please call me
at 954-533-0283, or 954-547-2175, or email at jenn@opt2web.com

O n - L i n e  M a r k e t i n g
Making the Effort 
by Getting on Board
By Jennifer Kovacs

Kelly Doyle, dfp Pilates Health Studio

The Art of Sweating
The major benefits of sweating for great skin and pain relief

As a Floridian, sweating is a part of life. But as much as we
have the potential to sweat, most people do whatever it takes to
avoid it. On average you sweat about 10% of the water your body
loses a day. Exercise is a great way to sweat, but there are other
ways we can warm up the body and start the sweating process. 

One of those ways has been around for a long time: sweating
through the use of saunas. Your skin is the largest organ in the
body and sweating is actually your body's way of helping to keep
your skin clean. Every day, toxins build up in your pores and
your skin can get aggravated causing pimples, rashes and other
skin infections. By sweating out these toxins, your skin stays
cleaner and, over time, it will appear to look healthier. 

I spent three weeks at a spa this summer and did nothing but
sweat every day by sitting in saunas and warm mineral pools.
After the first week of my trip I could see a difference in my skin.
The natural oils on my face started to moisturize my skin more
than they had in years. The puffiness around my eyes went away.
I could see a difference in the overall appearance of every inch
of skin on my body. 

One of the main functions of sweating is to lower the body’s
temperature during physical activity. That is why it is so important
to stay hydrated. If you are unable to keep your core temperature at
a healthy level, you can suffer from heat stroke or heat exhaustion. 

Sweating improves the tone and
flexibility of the skin, improves circulation,
helps boost the immune system and triggers
your body to work harder. Ben H. Douglas, Ph.D., a University
of Mississippi Medical Center professor stated in his book
Ageless, Living Younger Longer that “sweating is a way of
energizing the skin; sweating on a regular basis staves off the
collagen breakdown that results in wrinkles and sagging.” 

As the body heats up and goes through the process of
sweating and increasing circulation, it also releases endorphins.
This is the body's naturally produced pain relieving chemical and
can limit the pain of both muscle soreness and arthritis. The high
temperatures and increased circulation may also help loosen
tight muscles and eliminate lactic acid after exercise, according
to The North American Sauna Society.

Sweating is one of the best things you can do to keep your
body healthy. If you do not exercise as often as you should, you
can take advantage of a spa and hit the saunas or hot tubs. Good
luck to an All Natural You!  �
For more information and healthy recipes go to
www.dfppilatesstudios.com or contact, Kelly Doyle, dfp Pilates
Health Studios, 954-648-5831, 3300 E. Oakland Park Blvd., 
Ft. Lauderdale

H e a l t h  Wi s e
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  Life… 
Make it Fun 
For the Family!

LIGHTHOUSE POINT
YACHT & RACQUET CLUB

We have so much to offer –
stop by and see us…
Boating and Tennis, of course…
and Swimming, Fitness, Massage, Social Activities, 
Fine Dining, Club Kid’s Activities and more

Contact Linda Lennon, Director of Club Membership 
954.942.3524 • lindag@lpyrc.com to schedule a visit.

Be sure to ask about membership and marina specials!
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Dear Technobuffs,
I really love the rainy season. Friday night. I’m straightening the

house, preparing for a fun evening to kick off the weekend: pizza
from Chicago, then sharing a favorite old movie, “Anatomy of a
Murder,” with my friend Nancy. 

At 6 o’clock, it starts to rain. In ten minutes, a huge storm.
At 6:22, the thunderclap of the ages. I’ve heard loud

thunderclaps. This one announces Armageddon. I saunter
outside. Neighbors milling around in darkness. Everyone waiting
for FPL to come perform magic. They come in 20 minutes; perform
their magic in five hours. No feats of legerdemain, however, for my
air conditioning, computer or TV set.        

“How awful!” Nancy says when I explain what happened.
She’s understanding. And sympathetic. “We'll see the movie
tomorrow night,” I assure her, “assuming I can get my TV set and
air conditioning fixed tomorrow.”

Early Saturday morning. I call DirecTV. Seventeen minutes on
hold. Terrible music. Then: “Good morning, DirecTV, this is Cindy,
how may I help you?” 

“How about some Beethoven instead of elevator music?”
“Sir, I have nothing to do with the music.”
“Well, I called, Cindy, to report a homicide. My TV set. It was

Murder One. Decided to call you instead of the police.” Cindy pays
no attention to me and starts giving instructions that had failed
during the previous 23 times a thunderstorm had inflicted violence
on my DirecTV dish. Then I inform her I am part of a condo
association.

“Oh, then you have to call MDU (Multiple Dwelling Units).
They’re the ones who installed all the dishes.” I call MDU.
Fourteen minutes on hold. Worse music than DirecTV.

“MDU, this is Wanda, how may I help you?"
“Wanda, who do I have to sleep with to get my TV fixed?”
A giggle. Wanda confirms where I live and informs me almost

everyone in our association has lost TV reception; that technicians
are out fixing everything now; that all should be fine by the
afternoon.

Late Saturday morning. I call my air conditioning company. They
give me a number to call for emergencies. Roger calls ten minutes
later. “Roger,” I tell him, “the world is coming to an end.”

“Missed that on Facebook,” he says, without missing a beat.
“I think it’s another 40 days and 40 nights job. Last night Mother

Nature let loose with a thunderclap that shattered windows in three
time zones. Killed my air conditioning, my TV and my computer
and shattered my surge protectors and it's still raining. Can you
come out today?”

“Someone will. But it’s the weekend: $150 for the call, $97.50 for
labor and parts. For openers.”

“See you Monday,” I say, hanging up, and hoping for cool
weather. 

Saturday afternoon. I tell Nancy, “One for two. No A/C.  Let’s
plan on Monday night for the movie.” She understands.

Sunday morning. I call Comcast. Eleven minutes on hold.
“Comcast, this is Roberta, how may I help you?”
“Roberta, my computer died in a thunderstorm. Can you send a

priest or a rabbi or someone who can
resurrect the dead?” Roberta ignores my
religious references and tries to convince
me Comcast can’t send anyone until mid-week.

I haggle. I wrangle. I talk to a supervisor and threaten him with
the curse of cockadoodoo. I finally arrange for Hank to come out
the next morning.

Monday morning. My air conditioning gets fixed first thing
(Lightning electrocuted a capacitor, whatever that is). Two hours
later, Hank arrives, looks at my computer for about twelve seconds
and tells me he can’t do anything. 

“There’s no power,” he tells me.
“Yes, I called because there's no power.”
“There’s no power. I can’t do anything without the power.”
“But power has been restored everyplace else in my condo.”
“But I have no power.”
“You know what, Hank? Let’s take this routine on the

road. We’ll bring back vaudeville.”
Hank leaves. I call my computer maven. Brad. Brad is a

genius. He understands things like gigabytes. He takes apart my
computer, vacuums the inside, then says, “The good news is, your
hard drive is intact. I can save all your files.  The bad news is, your
mother board got fried.”

“Watch your language,” I tell him. Brad chuckles. Then tells me
I need a new computer. He leaves, I go into a childish pout. To feel
better, I eat two salami sandwiches.  I think ... well, I may need a
new computer, but tonight Nancy and I'll watch “Anatomy of a
Murder.”

I’ve had so many scratched discs from Netflix I decide to check
out “Anatomy.” A scratch. From center hole to outer edge. Covered
with Scotch Tape, no less. Scotch Tape! 

I call Netflix. “Netflix, this is Kenneth, how may I help you?”
“Hey, Kenny, baby, how they hangin’, bro?”
“Um ... who is this?”
“Bubbelah, it’s me! Wendell! Remember me? We talked last

week. Oh, wait. That was Brian. Or was it Melissa? No, Melissa
was two days before that because I got her mixed up with
Janet. See, I talk to Netflix more often than I do my own kids.”

“Uh, sir ...”
“Netflix has outdone itself, Kenny. A CD with a crack — and

with scotch tape covering the crack!”
“Sir, I’m awfully sorry —"
“You owe me another evening, Ken. This makes eleven evenings

you've ruined for me this year. And it’s only September.” Kenneth
promises to send out two new discs immediately. I tell Nancy. She
is very understanding. We decide to see the movie tomorrow. 

I eat an entire large bag of potato chips made with sea salt and
feel better. Then I think ... one storm wipes out my TV, my
computer and my air conditioning. Nervously, I check the weather
forecast for tomorrow. Another storm on the way. 

I really love the rainy season.
Cantankerously Yours, Wendell Abern
Wendell Abern can be reached at dendyabern@comcast. net.

Mother Nature 3, Modern Technology 0
By Wendell Abern

Cantanke rou s l y  You r s
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ALWAYS NEAT, CLEAN & FRIENDLY
NO CONTRACTS � NO $$$ DOWN

We Specialize in Personal Training Including:

Sports � Physical Therapy
Functional Training � Competitive Body Building

WE HAVE A TRAINER FOR YOU!

OPEN 7 DAYS: Mon-Fri 5AM – 10PM � Sat & Sun 7AM – 6PM

954-426-8787 � LighthousePointGym.com

Lighthouse Point Gym
is home to Luciana Papini
ONE OF THE
Top Bodybuilders in the World
Luciana finished in the TOP 10 
at the Arnold Classic 2010

5018 N. FEDERAL HIGHWAY • LIGHTHOUSE POINT
Between SE 10th Street & Sample Road

North of McDonalds in Shopping Center behind Citgo Gas Station 

Try Us Once & You’ll Be “Hooked”
LHP POLICE MONITOR THE PARKING LOT 24 HOURS A DAY! 

GET RESULTS…
Train with a Champion–
Like a Champion

Free Classes with Membership
TRX � Yoga � Zumba 

Abs & Brazilian Butt Lift with Lucy
Silver Sneakers and more…

ONE PERSONAL 
TRAINING SESSION

A NEW YOU!

3 MONTHS

Only $99 FREE
Exp. 11-30-12
Must have valid Florida driver’s license

Must be 18 years of age and present valid Florida driver’s license or local ID. 
Cannot be combined with any other offer. • Exp. 11-30-12

954-783-6694
Robert Friedman, AAMS
1827 NE 24th Street
Lighthouse Point

FL 33064
MEMBER SIPC

robert.friedman@edwardjones.com

www.edwardjones.com

The Federal Reserve has warned of an
approaching “fiscal cliff.” What can you do in
the face of such a dire prediction?
The Fed’s comments refer to the potentially
dangerous combination of spending cuts and
tax increases scheduled for 2013. Still, we
believe Congress is likely to act before the year
ends to reduce the “cliff” to a “bump.”
Nonetheless, you need to be prepared for
what’s likely to come, which may include higher taxes on income
and investments.
Consequently, try to take full advantage of tax-deferred vehicles,
such as your IRA and 401(k). And if appropriate, consider
municipal bonds, which pay interest that’s free from federal taxes.  
In any case, talk with your tax and financial advisors and be ready
to make those moves that can help keep your financial goals from
going “over a cliff.”

Should You Prepare for “Fiscal Cliff”?
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Unfortunately, criminals have perfected the art of home
invasion crime and all too often prey upon the elderly.  Perhaps it
is because senior citizens rely upon repairmen and tend to trust
people.  In 2008, the Broward Sheriff’s Office launched an initiative
called Slam the Door on Scammers to combat these crimes. The goal
of the program is to educate residents about scams used to gain
entry into homes. We utilize brochures, stickers, public service
announcements and the media to get this important safety
information out to residents. Recently, we have received reports of
these types of crimes taking place again. I felt it was important to
once again discuss this important topic and ask that you share it
with your family, friends, neighbors and colleagues. 

Next time you hear a knock at your door, think twice before you
open it. He or she may seem clean-cut, friendly and harmless.
Maybe the person knocking at the door will say their car broke
down and ask to use your phone. Perhaps he or she will pose as a
maintenance worker who needs to make sure something in your
house is working properly. If so, beware! That person might be a
scam artist trying to get inside your house to rob you. Such
scammers use creative tactics, preying on your fears, loneliness or
sense of sympathy to get inside. It only takes a few seconds for a
scammer to grab your money or valuables when your back is
turned. You may not even realize you were robbed until much later. 

Scammers are slick talkers and are good at convincing people
that dire consequences will result if they are not allowed inside
immediately. The Broward Sheriff’s Office reminds you to keep
the following precautions in mind:

Beware of people posing as electricians, exterminators,

maintenance workers, water quality testers,
building inspectors, meter readers,
telephone or cable TV repairmen or anyone else, even if they claim
to be sent by your condominium association.  Check with your
maintenance office before letting anyone into your home. Once
inside, the phony exterminator will “accidentally” squirt you with
bug spray and while you’re busy cleaning up, he will clean up,
too, leaving your wallet empty.  The bogus water tester will keep
you busy in the kitchen, filling and spilling glasses of water while
his “assistant” empties the jewelry box in your bedroom.

Beware of people who approach your home or condo asking
for assistance or wanting to use your telephone.  If they need help,
keep your door closed and offer to call the Broward Sheriff’s
Office.  If there is a legitimate need for assistance, the person will
wait.  If not, he will run like a thief.

Beware of people offering low prices for unsolicited repair work
such as fixing your roof or resealing your driveway.  Do not open
the door for any service provider that you did not request.

It bears repeating: if someone comes to your home uninvited –
no matter how nice he or she seems – lock your door and keep it
closed, then dial 911.  Deputies and police officers will not mind
the call.  If the “worker” is legitimate, there will be no problem.  

By using common sense and being extra cautious, you can help
law enforcement Slam the Door on Scammers! If you would like
to obtain a sticker for your front door to serve as a reminder about
these scams, please contact my office at 954-831-8902 or visit a local
BSO district office and request one.  �

Common Cons Continue in Broward County
By Sheriff Al Lamberti

She r i f f  R epo r t

Balance is the Key
By Catherine Iaconis Favitta

Do you remember the potato chip company that told us we
couldn’t eat just one? Who among us then ate a whole bag only
to become sick to our stomach? The problem? Failing to recognize
that balance would bring happiness. A few chips are a superb
complement to a hamburger or sandwich lunch, but a whole bag
likely results in misery. We all have heard about the importance
of daily rest for the body, which freshens the physical body and
mind, but too much can result in lethargy, which is the opposite
of what is intended! The same can be true about everything good:
too much usually results in problems. The solution? Balance!

Having served a largely church-based clientele in the last
decade, I heard many spouses complain that their partners were
“obsessed” with reading the Bible as well as attending multiple
weekly church events, and responding to every household
problem with a robotic sounding Bible verse. I have seen many
marriages and family relationships became estranged as a result.
Those intense spouses/parents missed the “memo” that while
there is a benefit to everyone having a spiritual side, even too
much of a good thing can bring unintended, disastrous results.
Balancing spiritual principles with common sense partnering and

parenting is a much more effective and
loving response to a family matter than
always wagging a demanding finger and
the Bible at someone’s misdeeds.

It would help every spouse and parent to keep in mind author
Robert Fulghum’s pointers in his essay “All I really need to know
I learned in Kindergarten.” Within that essay, about how to live
a happy and sane life, we find the recommendation to “Live a
balanced life: learn some and think some and draw and paint and
sing and dance and play and work some every day.” While most
believe wisdom can only be found after decades of education and
experience, Fulghum points out that the most basic wisdom for
happy families was there, all the while, in the sandbox from our
youth.

If every family would remember to follow these simple
principles and bring balance into their family life every day, I
believe there would be much more happiness within marriages
and families, and a lot less consultations with attorneys! �
Catherine is a retired Marital & Family Law Attorney who has been
serving South Florida for over twenty-nine years.

Lega l  Mat te r s Marital and Family Law Perspectives
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When hair starts to thin or fall out, it can be troubling. But many
people with hair loss, also known as Alopecia, can find help from a
dermatologist. Dermatologists can help determine whether hair loss 
will be permanent or temporary and advise patients on treatments for
hair loss.

What Causes Alopecia?
Alopecia is not contagious. It is an autoimmune disease in which the

body’s immune system attacks itself, in this case, the hair follicles. The
cause is not known. A person’s particular genetic makeup combines with
other factors triggers alopecia.  Other alternatives for alopecia include
wigs, caps, hats, or scarves are important options. Wearing a head
covering does not interfere with hair regrowth. This may be a good
choice for people with extensive scalp hair loss who do not have enough
to cover it.

What is Normal Hair Growth?
When your hair grows normally, many things can occur. About 90

percent of our hair is growing at any one time. This growth phase lasts
between two and six years. Ten percent of our hair is in a resting phase.
This phase lasts two to three months. At the end of this phase, the hair
falls out. When you shed a hair, a new hair from the same hair follicle
replaces it. This starts the growing cycle again. Scalp hair grows about
one-half inch per month, but as people age, their rate of hair growth
slows. It is normal to lose 50 to 100 hairs a day, and this is no cause 
for alarm.

What Happens When You 
Use Improper Chemical
Treatments?

Many people use chemical treatments on
their hair, such as dyes, tints, bleaches, straighteners, and permanent
waves. These treatments rarely damage hair if the hairdresser does it
right. But the hair can become weak and break if you use hair chemicals
too often. If hair becomes brittle from chemical treatments, it is best to
stop until the hair grows out.

How Can a Dermatologist Restore Hair?
Dermatologists and dermatologic surgeons often perform hair

restoration in their offices. One type of hair restoration procedure is a
hair transplant which can create a natural-looking hairline. Unnatural
“plug” transplants from the past have given way to better techniques. 

The emotional aspects of living with hair loss can be challenging,
especially in a society that regards hair as a sign of youth and good
health. It is reassuring that alopecia does not affect general health, and
should not interfere with your ability to achieve all of your life goals at
school, in sports, in your career, and in raising a family. �

For more information on this topic, or for any dermatologic
concern, contact us at Hecker Dermatology Group, PA.  New
patients are welcome.  For an appointment call (954) 783-2323.
The office is located at 3500 NE 5th Avenue, Pompano Beach.  For
additional information, see our website at www.heckerderm.com.

Hair Loss: It Can Happen To You By Melanie S. Hecker, MD, MBA

Sk in  Ca re

Purchase-Worthy Trends
By Millie WalshFa sh i on  B l og

While looking at new trends to purchase for next season, I have to
stop and ask myself, “Is this trend purchase-worthy”?  How long do I
think it will stay in fashion?  Will it only be a runway trend, or will it go
mainstream?  Is it right for Florida, or is it more City-Chic?  Some trends,
like leggings, took a few seasons to catch on but now they are here to
stay — at least for the near future.  

One strong trend leads into another and another.  Like in the case of
leggings creating a need for fuller tops. With fuller tops there was a
greater demand for skinny jeans and jeggings (jean leggings.) With
skinnier bottoms, ankle boots and stilettos became more popular.  Belt
trends changed from wide jean belts to waist cinching stretchy belts and
skinny double wrap styles.  
What trends are worth investing in this year?

Skinny Jeans - Every woman needs at least one straight leg and/or
skinny jean in her wardrobe.  I know not every body type is perfect for
a skinny bottom, but you should really give them a try. Spend some time
trying on several different brands and you may be surprised at what you
find.  With the variety of stretchy denims, different rises and leg widths,
there is something out there for every body type. 
Wrap Bracelets — From edgy to girly glam, there’s a wrap bracelet for
every women’s style.  
Oversized Clutches — Whether you are searching for a new look for
your every day bag, or an updated evening style, an oversized clutch
can be the perfect pick for both.  In leather, skins or metallics, the style
choices are endless and the larger size is as fun as it is functional.
Sequins or Fringe — Holiday parties are the perfect time to step out of
your comfort zone and add a little pizzazz to your wardrobe.  Done right,

sequins or fringe can be an easy way to
“party up” an otherwise simple outfit. Just
remember, more is not always better. Keep
the rest of your accessories pared down and
you’ll look great!
To Fur or Not to Fur— From jackets to vests,
hats, shoes, boots and handbags, fur accents
are everywhere in fashion this season.  Whether you choose real or faux,
fur is a fun and fashionable trend.
What trends are not worth investing in this year?

Harem Pants are my number one — don’t buy this year or any year.
It’s a trend that you’ll see on the runway and in music videos that
shouldn’t be in your closet. I don’t know anyone who can pull this look
off — Not even JLo or Fergie.
Crop Tops — I’ll give this one my ok if you’re layering it over a longer
tank, but crop tops with a bare belly should be a no-no after age 12 —
unless you’re at yoga class.

While feeling confident and being true to your own style is important,
have fun with it and try something new. Just remember, those trendy
harem pants only lasted two weeks in your closet, but that photo of you
wearing them may last a lifetime on Facebook!   �
I’ll be answering your questions and sharing fashion news and tips each
month in the Lighthouse Point Magazine’s Fashion Blog, a print version
of my Web Log. Address any fashion related questions to millie@
shopbody.com, or stop by the store, Body & Soul Boutique, located in the
Shoppes at Beacon Light, 2430 N. Federal Highway, Lighthouse Point,
954-942-6446.
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HAPPY HOUR MENU
Edamame  $3  � Seaweed Salad $3  � California Roll $4  � Chicken Wings $5

Chicken Wings $5  � Crab Rangoon $5  � Shrimp Tempura or Katsu $5
Tuna Tataki $6  � Spicy Salmon Roll $5  � Spicy Escolar $5 

Pad Thai Noodles (Chicken) $6
All happy hour menu presented on premises. No substitutions.

Happy Hour Both Locations
Fort Lauderdale: 3 pm - 6 pm • LHP: 5 pm - 8 pm
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Cookin’ With The Community
We encourage those who can perform magic in their kitchens to submit favorite creations that can be enjoyed by readers of our magazine.

To submit your recipe, please email us at: LHPnews@bellsouth.net and type “RECIPE” in the subject line.

WE ALWAYS WELCOME YOUR FAVORITE RECIPES PLEASE SHARE THEM  WITH YOUR NEIGHBORS!!

Beef Wellington with Gorgonzola
Ingredients:
• Four 1 1/2" thick center-cut filet mignons
• 2 Tbsp unsalted butter
• 2 Tbsp chopped shallots
• 2 Tbsp minced garlic
• 1 large egg
• 1 puff pastry sheet (from a 17 1/4 oz package frozen 
puff pastry) thawed

• 4 Tbsp fresh gorgonzola cheese
• 1/2 Cup beef demiglace
• 1/2 Cup madeiera cooking wine
Preparation:

Preheat oven to 425°F.

Pat filets dry and season with salt and pepper.  In a shallow
roasting pan, roast filets in the middle of the oven 10 minutes,
set aside and cool.  (Filets will be baked again later).  Chill
filets, covered, until cold about 1 hour.

In skillet, melt butter.  Add shallots and garlic and simmer until
tender.  Set aside.

Lightly beat egg in small bowl to use as an egg wash.

On a lightly floured surface, roll out puff pastry sheet into a
14" square.  Trim edges to form four equal large squares.  Put
1 Tbsp gorgonzola in the center of each square.  Top
gorgonzola with shallots and butter.  Top mixture with a filet,
pressing down into the middle of the pastry square.  Wrap 2
corners of the pastry on top of the filet, sealing with egg wash.
Wrap remaining corners and seal in same manner.  Seal any
and all gaps of filets with pastry and egg wash, and place in a
nonstick baking pan, seam-side down.  Chill beef wellingtons
loosely covered, about 1 hour.  Save remaining egg wash.

Preheat oven to 425F.  Brush top and sides of wellingtons with
remaining egg wash.  Bake 20 minutes, or until pastry is
golden on top and meat thermometer reads desired
temperature (suggest med-rare or medium).

While beef is roasting, boil beef demiglace and madiera for 1
minute, then keep warm.  

Serve beef wellingtons with sauce.

Raisin Custard Bread 
Serves 12

Ingredients:
• 8 slices good quality cinnamon raisin bread
• 1/2 Cup butter, melted
• 4 eggs
• 2 egg yolks
• 3/4 Cup sugar
• 3 Cups whole milk
• 1 Cup whipping cream
• 1 Tbsp vanilla
• 3 Cups mixed fresh berries (blueberries, raspberries, 
chopped strawberries)

• Confectioners Sugar

Preparation:

Brush both sides of bread with the butter.  Line a 13x9" glass
baking dish with bread slices.

Whisk the eggs and yolks in a bowl.  Add the sugar, milk, cream
and vanilla; whisk until well mixed.  Slowly pour through a strainer
over the bread, covering evenly and completely.  If the slices float
to the top of the egg mixture, gently press and hold them down
with your finger.  Cover; refrigerate at least 2 hours or overnight.

Heat oven to 350°.  Baking dish should be room temperature.

Place the baking dish on a large rimmed baking sheet on the
middle rack of your oven.  Pour 2 cups hot water into the baking
sheet (around the baking dish).  Bake until lightly browned and
eggs are cooked (it should spring back when you push lightly on
the top), 30-35 minutes.  Cool slightly; top with berries and
sprinkle with confectioners sugar.

Serve room temperature or cold.  (Keep refrigerated at all times).

Lighthouse Point resident, 
Courtney Stephens, shares some of
her favorite  recipes. You can find 

all of these and many more recipes
on her blog at 

www.floridagirlfood.blogspot.com

Asparagus-New Potato Hash
Ingredients:
• 1 lb small red potatoes
• 1 lb fresh asparagus
• 2 shallots, minced
• 2 tbsp olive oil
• 1 tsp chopped fresh thyme
• 1 tsp salt
• 1 tsp pepper
• 2 tsp fresh lemon juice
• 1/3 cup crumbled farmer’s cheese (I used goat cheese)

Preparation:
Bring potatoes and salted water to a boil in a dutch oven over
med-high heat.  Cook 15 minutes or just until tender; drain
well.  Cool and cut into quarters.
Snap off and discard tough ends of asparagus.  Cut asparagus
into 1/2" pieces.  
Saute shallots in hot oil in a large non-stick skillet 1 minute.
Add asparagus, thyme, salt and pepper, and lemon juice; saute
2-3 minutes or until asparagus is crisp-tender.  Add potatoes,
and saute 3 minutes until thoroughly heated.  Remove from
heat, and sprinkle with cheese crumbles.
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� “Award winning chicken wings” �
� Home made soups, sauces, salads and dessert �

� “Best key lime pie around.” �
� Ipswich clams flown in fresh from Maine every Wednesday �

The coldest draft and microbrews in town
Enjoy a glass or bottle of your favorite wine.

Lito’s Turf & Surf
2460 N. Federal Hwy., Lighthouse Point 

In Shoppes at Beacon Light.
Serving Lunch & Dinner

954-782-8111  � Litosturfandsurf.com

Litos serves only the freshest seafood, fish, steaks, ribs and more.

You Catch It,
We Cook It-

Just the way you
like it!

Comes with soup or salad and 
choice of one side item 

$10.99 each

Family owned and operated 

Didn’t Catch? No Problem!
We have the freshest fish around–

Just ask your server what the catch of the day is.

RATED “A”  
IN HOSPITAL 

SAFETY
BrowardHealth.org/BHIP
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John Offerdahl is…

Marino’s “Throw-A-Lot-A” Civolota
READY…Line up your ingredients

• 4 bunches broccoli rabe, stems trimmed • 4 garlic cloves, minced
• 1/4 c extra virgin olive oil • 1/2 t crushed red pepper flakes
• 4 large red bell peppers • salt to taste
• 6 civolata or Italian sausage links

Over the year’s Dan Marino has thrown a lot a footballs.   In
this grill-off recipe, Dan throws a-lot-a Civolota!  An Italian
sausage recipe created with his good friend Anthony Bruno of
Anthony’s Runway 84 and Anthony’s Coal Fire Pizza fame.   Last

year, Dan & Anthony blessed the grill-
off charity fundraiser with their
presence & support.  Not only is Dan
one of the most storied quarterbacks
in the history of the NFL, he is also a
great family man, friend and supporter of our South Florida
community.   He has certainly used his righteous right arm to
hand out smiles, favor & footballs across South Florida for over
30 years!  Restaurateur Anthony Bruno and Dan Marino team
up this month to toss you an Italian family recipe! 

The Gridiron Griller

NFL’s greatest… Miami Dolphin’s Hall-Of-Fame QB Dan Marino teams
up with Restaurateur Anthony Bruno of Anthony’s Runway 84!

Marino’s “Throw-A-Lot-A” Civolota

Broccoli Rabe: Cook the broccoli rabe in boiling water for 3
minutes. Drain and set aside. Heat the oil in a large skillet over
medium heat.  Saute the garlic and red pepper for 1 minute.
Add the broccoli and cook another 4 minutes. Season with salt
to taste.

Recommended wine pairing…
Silver Palm Cabernet Sauvignon

JOHNNY SAYS…

“Grill up Marino’s ‘Throw-A-Lot-A’ Civolota and you’ll taste the
closest thing to Marino’s heart apart from family and football.”

PREP…Prepare your entrée, rubs, dressings and sauces…

LET’S GRILL…Take it to the Grill…

Peppers: Preheat grill to 450° (medium high) and grill
peppers for 5 minutes on each side. Remove from heat, place
in a bowl and cover with plastic wrap. Let sit for 20 minutes.
Peal the skin off the peppers, cut off the stem ends, slice
peppers, and remove seeds.

Sausage: Preheat grill to 450° (medium high) and reduce
heat to low. Cook sausage for 7 minutes on each side,
depending on their thickness. Serve with broccoli and peppers.

SHOP AT
From October 1 through November 23, shop at your local
Walgreens to purchase Coke and Kendall Jackson wines in
support of the Offerdahl’s Hand-Off Foundations which
“Feeds Community Needs” for parentless
(www.4kidsofsfl.org) and homeless
(www.hopesouthflorida.org) kids in our community
BUY TICKETS NOW!
Saturday, December 1 at the Pompano Beach Amphitheatre.
Gridiron Grill-Off Food, Wine & Tailgate Festival presented by
Walgreens. Go to www.gridirongrilloff.com for tickets 
and info.
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� Haul Out & Lift Services
� Complete Engine Service
� Gas/Diesel Fuel Dock
� Canvas & Upholstery
� Inboard/Outboard
� Inboard - Gas/Diesel
� Emergency Haul Outs
� Survey Haul Outs
� Fiberglass Repairs
� AC/Refrigeration
� Outboards
� Electronics

� Repowering
� Running Gear
� Parts
� Electrical
� Dockside Service
� Hurricane Storage
� Painting & Refinishing
� Buff, Wax & Detail
� Lettering & Graphics
� Generator Repairs
� Pre-Purchase 

Engine Inspections

“From Bottoms To Repower. 
We Do It All.”

Full Service Marina

We Buy & Sell Boats!
Consignment and Brokerage boats needed. 
Looking to sell your boat or purchase one? 
Call the Complete Marine sales team today.

954-567-BOAT
800 S. Federal Hwy., Pompano Beach � completeboat@aol.com � www.completeboat.com

Service • Parts • Sales • Brokerage • Fuel • Dockage • Storage

VISIT

OUR NEW

Gas/Diesel

Fuel Dock

Dr. Adam Colavito graciously offered his team with the help of office
manager Nancy Dulisse by having a My Candles of Hope Foundation charity
event to kick off breast cancer month at Colavito Chiropractic on Saturday,
September 29th. Everyone in their office volunteered to come in on a day they
are normally closed and provide services to raise money for our foundation.

Established as a 501 C 3 nonprofit, it was founded by local breast cancer
survivor, Jennifer Huckleberry. Their mission is to grant aid to women with
breast cancer whose income or insurance coverage is limited, and who reside
locally in South Florida. 

My Candles of Hope work with local hospitals, clinics, specialty shops and
breast cancer centers, as well as having
created an Online Grant Program that enable
local women to apply for and receive
monetary aid. 

These grants greatly assist women with
overwhelming financial burden that may have
been incurred during breast cancer treatment
and the healing process. The website is
www.mycandlesofhope.com.

Dr. Colavito’s event was able to raise over
$800.00 plus by assisting in selling raffle
tickets for a 2012 Limited Edition Pink Ribbon
Fiat 500. Dr Colavito and his team work hard
to give back to their community to keep the
money local. 

Dr Colavito's website
is  www.colavitochiropractic.com

My Candles of Hope Charity Event
Photos by Debra Todd

Dr. Colavito with patient.
Julie Evans, Jennifer Huckleberry 

and Elizabeth Rizzuto.
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Thanksgiving
By Denise Richardson

For many Americans November conjures up thoughts of
family get-togethers, the smell of turkey roasting in the oven,
football on the TV—and yes, holiday shopping!  The Friday
following Thanksgiving is a unique day American shoppers
anticipate for weeks.  Black Friday historically marks the single
busiest holiday shopping day for retailers, followed by the
online retailers’ answer to Black Friday; Cyber Monday, one of
the biggest online shopping days of the year. 
No matter which pool of consumers you fall into, this time

of year it’s important to exercise extra-cautionary behavior to
keep yourself safe from fraud related crime. Whether it takes
place at shopping malls or online, identity theft increases
during the holiday shopping season, right along with the
increase in consumer activity and spending habits.  
Here are ten tips shoppers should keep in mind to safeguard

their identities this holiday season:
Tip 1: Shop secure websites. This first tip should be followed
each and every time that you shop online—not just during the
holidays. One of the easiest ways to spot a safe website is to
look for the closed padlock. It should appear on the status bar
for the browser. Once you decide to make your purchase and
proceed to the checkout, look to see if the URL address has
changed from “http” to “https.” The additional “s” indicates
that the website is secure and your purchase information has
been encrypted.
Tip 2: Ignore unsolicited e-mail. It’s not hard to tell the
difference between a holiday a greeting from a long-lost loved
one and a “greeting” card from a spammer. To avoid trouble,
delete those unsolicited emails as soon as you receive them. Do
not open any attachments that arrive with these e-mails as they
could contain viruses designed to steal your personal data from
your computer. Unsolicited e-mails often look legitimate until
you look more closely. You should also ignore unsolicited
greeting cards, requests for financial help, and offers that you
have won money. Always verify the source or ignore the e-mail
entirely and delete it.
Tip 3: Use credit cards rather than debit cards. If there is a
problem with the transaction, credit card companies have their
own special department that handles the problem for you. They
can suspend payment to the seller, credit your account, and
help to protect you from damage to your credit. Debit cards, on
the other hand, are essentially used like cash, which leads to a
greater likelihood that a thief can access the money in your
account.  You have fewer options at that point than you would
if you had used a credit card.
Tip 4: Protect your computer and secure your Wi-Fi network.
Install anti-virus/anti-spyware software and keep it up to date.
If you are shopping on a wireless network, make sure your 

Wi-Fi access point and privacy settings
are secure and password protected. In
fact, it is an excellent idea to review your firewall and wireless
router settings and then scan your computer for any potential
viruses or spyware prior to doing your holiday shopping.
Tip 5: Avoid shopping on public computers. You cannot
guarantee the security of the computer, and you are placing
your personal information at great risk whenever you use a
public or community computer to shop online. Plus, some
computers are set up to retain password information, giving
access to your passwords to anyone else who uses the
computer.
Tip 6: Ask questions—and lots of them—if you decide to
holiday shop on one or more online auction sites. The
merchandise cannot be vouched for by the website and you are
on your own in most cases if you make the purchase and
something goes wrong. 
Tip 7: Keep a list of important phone numbers. Stash them
away in a safe place (not in your wallet!)—even if it’s in your
pocket or with a spouse that you can call if and when it’s
necessary. If you suddenly discover your wallet is lost or stolen
you will want to contact the credit bureaus, your bank and
creditors quickly. Consider freezing your credit or placing 
fraud alerts on your credit file—prior to heading off to do 
your shopping. 
Tip 8: Verify the amount of the transaction prior to
finalizing it. This is an especially important task if you are
also using special discounts or free shipping offers to get the
goods in time for the holidays. Avoid web loyalty discounts
unless you can verify that you won't be subjected to a monthly
charge for the privilege.
Tip 9: Guard your electronics, wallet and account numbers.
You’re not going to do all of your shopping online—you have
to be cautious in the offline world as well. When shopping at
the malls be alert to your surroundings. Block the view of
anyone who stands suspiciously close to you at store counters
or ATMs. They might be trying to steal your account numbers,
cell phone or wallet. 
Tip 10: Shut out Scrooge—Make it difficult for criminals to
apply for and receive new credit in your name. Place a 
free fraud alert or consider paying for a credit freeze, by
contacting the three major credit bureaus before a Black Friday
Grinch or Cyber Monday Scrooge steals your credit and your
holiday spirit. �
For additional information visit my site at
GiveMeBackMyCredit.com or email me directly at
deniserichardson@givemebackmycredit.com

I d e n t i t y  T h e f t
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We’ve all seen it—naïve boaters rudely shoving their way
through a bridge opening when they didn’t have the right of way.
We’ve watched inconsiderate helmsman approaching a bridge
with too much speed, and we’ve also seen inexperienced boaters
literally getting pushed into bridge abutments due to unsuspecting
currents. I have to believe these avoidable mistakes occur simply
due to lack of knowledge, otherwise like with any boating scenario
there are clearly written rules of the road when approaching a
bridge that must be obeyed. 

With hundreds of miles of inland waterways, not to mention
dozens of inlets, passes and cuts, Florida boaters encounter more
bridges and overpasses than any other helmsmen. With these
bridges come basic rules that are simple and straightforward; basic
rules that every boater must follow.  

First, regardless if you require an opening or not approach all
bridges cautiously. This is no place to be a cowboy. Next, inland
rules dictate that vessels waiting for a bridge opening with a
following current have the right-of-way. This is simply due to lack
of maneuverability. If you are heading into the current, stand off
and wait patiently until the bridge fully opens and oncoming vessel
traffic clears the passageway. The boat(s) with the current at their
stern need your courtesy and ample room to navigate through the
bridge opening safely. If you are unsure of the status of the current,
bring your vessel to a standstill. If the drift pushes you toward the
bridge, you have the right of way. If the drift pushes you away from
the bridge, oncoming traffic has the right of way. 

Bridge crossings are not on a first-come, first-served basis so if
for whatever reason you are in doubt of who has the right of way,
hail your fellow boater and confirm who will be passing through
the bridge first. This will make everyone's life easier and safer. 

After approaching the bridge slowly and while keeping a safe
distance, request an opening by hailing the bridge tender on VHF
09. If there are other vessels waiting for the same opening position
your vessel behind the last boater. No one likes a cutter. Only call
the bridge tender by phone (the number is visually displayed on
the side of the bridge) if you are unable to hail them after multiple
attempts by VHF and if the five boats in front of you have already

requested the same opening, I’m not sure
if it makes sense to be number six. 

The bridge you are waiting for may be
on an open-by-request basis or it may be on a fixed schedule. The
bridge tender will notify you of his/her intentions and do not enter
the bridge fender system until the bridge span is fully raised. 

If you are the lone boater approaching the bridge, the bridge
tender may not open unless you officially request an opening.
Circling or maintaining position in front of the bridge is not
considered an official bridge opening request and will often result
in you missing the opening. Also, a bridge opening should not be
requested if you can safely pass under the bridge by physically
lowering your outriggers and/or antennas. The bridge tender has
the right to deny your request for an opening at his or her
discretion so make sure you know your actual minimum required
clearance. Keep in mind that the clearance indicated in feet on the
bridge fender is at the lowest point in the opening.   

Do not lose sight of the fact that bridge tenders have other
duties, so they may not respond to you immediately. Wait a
reasonable amount of time before hailing again and make sure you
are hailing the correct bridge tender. I can’t tell you how many
times I’ve listened to boaters mistakenly hail the Hillsboro Blvd
Bridge tender when they were actually trying to reach the
Hillsboro Inlet Bridge tender. 

According to Coast Guard regulations boaters are also entitled to
hail a bridge tender by sounding one prolonged blast, followed
within three seconds by one short blast, repeated until acknowledged
by the bridge tender. Unfortunately, this approach usually backfires,
as no one likes being honked at so forget the horn idea.

It’s important to mention restricted openings, which are periods
of time a bridge is not required to open on schedule or on request.
For example, when emergency vehicles are approaching. Holidays
and parades are also good examples. Restricted hours may also
refer to a block of time when the bridge is not required to open on
schedule for recreational boat traffic, like during morning and
evening rush hours.  However during these blackout periods
bridges often open for commercial traffic, which means you may
be able to sneak through with a commercial vessel. Clear this with
the bridge tender before proceeding. 

Finally, regardless of what the rules of the road state, be
courteous and respectful to your fellow boaters. If you see a
towboat at work or any vessel restricted in maneuverability, allow
them ample time and room to pass through the bridge.
Commonsense supersedes anything written on paper and it is the
helmsman’s ultimate responsibility to take whatever action is
necessary to avoid a collision.  �

Patience Please 
Basic bridge etiquette goes a long way.
By Capt. Mike Genoun

F l o r i da  Spo r t  F i s h i ng

For more tips, tricks, tactics and techniques, visit
FloridaSportFishing.com.  Like Us on Facebook.

A clear line of communication with fellow boaters is 
the safest approach when approaching area bridges.
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L O C A L  B U S I N E S S  D I R E C T O R Y

Do You Need
a Driver?

Or Help Assistance?
My Car or Yours • Hourly or Daily

954-294-6972
Permit #DP21301
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Attorney & Counselor

Rosemarie A. Geronazzo
Real Estate Closings, Title Insurance
Family Law, Prenuptial Agreements

General Practice Since 1991

(561) 620-3212 Attyrga@aol.com

Personalized Education Services
Superior 

Education 
Altervatives 

& Enrichment

L O C A L  B U S I N E S S  D I R E C T O R Y
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Call 954-946-1548 or visit:
www.browardtutoring.org
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Hey Kids! Born in December—
Send us your photos before November 6th!

Include your name and birthdate and 
Email:  LHPnews@bellsouth.net and type “Lighthouse Point Birthday”

in the Subject Line, or mail to: 
City News Group,  LHP Birthday, 3467 17th Terrace, Oakland Park, FL 33309

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO YOU!

HURRY BIRTHDAY KIDS!SHOW YOUR PHOTO ANDRECEIVE YOUR OWN FREE YOGURTAT MENCHIE’S!!!2488 N. Federal Hwy.Lighthouse Point

Jackson 
turned 1 on October 6th

Chase Brown  
turned 13 on October 15th

Julian Martin  
turned 6 on October 26th

Christopher Jack  
turned 8 on October 28th

Gabriella 
turned 5 on October 28th

Nicholas  
turned 5 on October 28th

Karina  
turns 4 on November 13th

FREE YOGURT!
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Loving Pet Birthday Gallery

Maddie & Max
turned 2 on October 6th

Palmer Johnson Reichard
turns 2 on November 1st

Simba
turned 9 on October 16th

Cody
turned 13 on October 19th

Metoo Brady
turned 6 on October 12th

Daisey
turns 2 on November 23rd

Madison  
turns 7 on November 17th

Allison “Meech” Resnick  
turns 3 on November 23rd

Riley Alyssa Libman  
turns 2 on November 30th

Ciera  
turns 5 on November 15th

Dexter
turned 3 on October 31st

Send us your pet photos before November 6th!
Include the pet’s name and age and Email to:  LHPnews@bellsouth.net and Please type “Lighthouse Point Pet Birthday”

in the Subject Line, or mail to: City News Group,  LHP Birthday, 3467 17th Terrace, Oakland Park, FL 33309
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It was the great jurist Oliver Wendell Holmes, I believe,
who put it so aptly, “You can’t change everything about your
life, but you can have a big heart.” Makes one wonder, if
anyone currently on the Supreme Court will ever say
anything so memorable?  Ah, for another day.

I like everyone else in the world, I have my days. You know
the days I am talking about when nothing seems to go right.
I get up in the morning, following my usual routine – the
meditation, the prayer, a certain quiet time. Then it all breaks
loose! I take the hot water out of the microwave for my tea
and it scalds my hand. I have no ironed shirts in the closet.
The dog won’t cooperate, and it’s starting to rain. I need to
get cash and the car needs gas…and it isn’t even seven in the
morning yet! I get to the office and I start making and return
calls, and I seem to run into the endless “calls waiting” and
rude people on the other end of the line… and it just goes on
and on. Nothing big, important or earth shattering, it’s just
one of those days.  

One of the things I am learning, slowly I might add, when
I find myself in those situations, if I have the consciousness to

get out of the middle of “it all” and re-
center myself, think for a moment of
all the things for which I am grateful
it turns around, and invariably good things begin to happen.
And just as certain the moment I return to cursing the things
in my life, the flow of good, stops. Nothing changed except
my negativity. It’s odd how that works.

It occurs to me that I need to let my heart grow…like
Wendell Holmes advises. I mean, if I could learn to go with
the flow of life, and assume that there will be mornings when
I scald my hand, or I won’t have gotten my shirts from the
laundry, and let my heart grow to the point where I simply
”take it in.” If I could expand my sympathies, as it were, and
not take personal, the calls waiting or the rude people, it
would be so much better for me, and for everyone else.

To let my heart expand…to form a gratitude list…to simply
assume that life is not going to always go the way I want…to
understand that I can’t change everything in my life…but I
can grow a big heart…my world might begin to change, from
the inside out.  �

A recent article in the Sun-Sentinel talked about a plumbing
company trying to stay in business and having to compete with
laid off plumbers working out of their vans. These plumbers do not
have a license to practice, and in most cases do not have any
insurance in the event something goes wrong, as it sometimes does.

When you have a water loss claim because of a flood caused
by a plumbing problem, it will go against your insurance if the
plumber does not have their own insurance. Depending on the
circumstances, your insurance company may refuse to pay the
claim. There are many legitimate plumbing companies out there
and they also have plumbing disasters, but they will be
responsible to cover your losses.

Internal floods can be caused by several sources. Toilets, ice
makers, washing machine hoses and water heaters are the most
common units to fail.

Many people do not realize that with a significant flood
caused by a leak, they will most likely need to move out of their
house until the repairs are made. This process will take a lot more
time than most people imagine.

First, the insurance company will need to send out someone
to assess the damage and determine the value of the loss. This
amount is the starting point for the claim. The next step will be
hiring someone to make the repairs. Once you have a contractor
on board, they will need to get permits to repair the property.
This part of the process can take several weeks. While the
contractor is waiting for permits, they will need to inventory and

move your contents to a storage facility.
Many times your furniture will also be
damaged by the water and will need to be replaced.

Once the work begins, there are some unknowns and code
changes that could come up that will need additional approval
from the insurance company. This will take more time.

Wood flooring , kitchen and bath cabinets drywall, and
electrical devices will also need to be addressed.

We have seen a faulty water heater cause a flood in a house
while the owners were out of town. This house needed repairs
to over 50% of the house and kept the owners of the house out
for over a year.

Most insurance companies offer lodging for a period of time in
order to stay in another location while the repairs are made.
However, the time is not always long enough, and the insured will
be out of pocket for those expenses. It may be a good idea to check
this part of your policy to see how much coverage you have.

One precaution to protect your home when away would be to
shut off the water to the house by installing a shut off valve if
you do not have one. The cost for this should be reasonable and
offer some peace of mind while you are away. �
Al is a State Licensed Electrical Contractor and owner of 
Al Siefert Electric. The articles he writes are about items of
interest and questions from his customers. Please call Al if you
have questions concerning electric service, installation and repair.
(954) 493-9411  

Property Insurance and Repairs
By Al Siefert

From The Inside Out
By Reverend Jack Noble

On  Re l i g i on

A l ’s  Co rne r
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had killed 350 girls... half of them their eyes had popped out
of their head from the pressure of those hands. He kept
squeezing my hand tighter and tighter. When I was about to
cry out, he stopped. Later, when I went to my hotel, it was
windy, rainy. I felt like I had just shaken hands with the
devil. I locked myself in my room,” he said, adding that he
had three deadbolts locking him in, followed by wedging
the dresser in front of the door. “At 4 in the morning, I felt a
hand on my throat. I awoke to find it was my own.... I was
having a nightmare.”

A mass serial killer of 350 girls by Pedro Alonzo Lopez
was photographed by Laytner atop a mountaintop in
Ecuadorian prison. He was released after 20 years and
disappeared, still killing young girls in Columbia and Peru.
Police used his photos trying to find him.

Laytner also interviewed the famed and long sought
Pearl Harbor Spy, using US Naval Intelligence to track him
down. He worked with the government on other occasions,
being asked by the CIA to go into a secret meeting in Cuba
held by the North Vietnamese and take pictures of every
open notebook while everyone was away at dinner (near a
sleeping guard who had been drugged). The content of
those papers? Terrorism.

Laytner was in Chad, Africa, investigating the murder of
a young CIA pilot who was killed by a weapon Laytner was
glad to show, still in his possession. “It doesn't look like
much, does it?” showing off the baton-like black weapon. Of
course, the long weapon opened, revealing a sharp narrow
blade, almost like an extended ice pick. He cautioned,
“Careful, the blade is coated with poison.”

He also still has a couple of machine guns he had taken
many years ago on his honeymoon. He and his wife Linda
were able to prove they could get through airports with an
arsenal of heavy artillery across the world in a 19-country
trip. That story paid for their journey.

His office is filled with photos he has taken, and one that
was given to him by a secret service agent – an enlarged
picture of JFK with two bullet holes – one in the head, one in
the neck, “disproving” the standard explanations of his death. 

Queen Elizabeth and the Duke of Windsor visit the
opening of the Saint Lawrence Seaway in Canada. This
photo was one of the queen’s favorites. 

Today, he still photographs and writes for papers across the
globe, including his own online publication Edit International,
creating thought-provoking stories not normally found in the
dailies. He also has penned a book about Howard Hughes for
The New York Times and is currently working on another,
entitled, “James Bond of Journalism.” 

When asked his age, he quipped, “I am old enough to
have done it all and young enough to do it all again.” 

Ron Laytner still attends Fort Lauderdale Writers’ Group
meetings at the First Presbyterian (Pink Church) every 2nd and
4th Wednesday at 7 p.m. Call 954-486-3820 for information.

The Story of Ron Laytner
Continued from page 37

Ron and Linda on their honeymoon.

The Duke of Windsor and Queen Elizabeth.
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Master Chorale 
Celebrates 10th Year

Tenth Anniversary Season of the Master Chorale of South Florida
opens to the “Explosive” sounds of Carl Orff’s CARMINA BURANA.  This
20th Century masterpiece starts off with a bang, riveting audience
members to their seats and taking them for an unforgettable ride
with texts based on love, lust, drinking and springtime.  CARMINA
BURANA bridges the classical and rock genres for wide appeal.
Though its title may not be familiar too many, the opening and
closing passages will be easily recognized for its use in many movies
and commercials.

There will be two presentations of CARMINA BURANA, the first
on November 2nd 2012 in Pompano at the “Pink Church” in
Lighthouse Point with 2 pianos and percussion.  The second will be 
at the Adrienne Arsht Center in Miami  on November 4th 2012, with
full orchestra.

This Anniversary Season continues with the following 
exciting concerts:

November 16th & 17th with the Cleveland Symphony Orchestra 
at the Adrienne Arsht Center presentation of the Mahler 
“Symphony No. 3”.

March 14th ,15th & 16th , 2013 with the Cleveland Symphony
Orchestra and the Master Chorale of Tampa Bay at the Adrienne Arsht
Center presentation of Beethoven’s “Symphony No.9”

For the Tenth Anniversary Season Finale, on April 19th in Pompano
Beach, April 20th in Boca Raton and April 21st in Coral Gables the
Master Chorale of South Florida will present John Rutter’s magnificent
MASS FOR THE CHILDREN, with the Symphony of the Americas and
the Girl Choir of South Florida.

A truly exciting and ambitious program year for this highly
acclaimed chorale of talented and versatile singers.  You will 
not want to miss any of these wonderful, unforgettable concerts.
All performance details and ticket information at
MasterChoraleOfSouthFlorida.org
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